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A signed graph is said to be weakly bipartite if the clutter of its odd circuits is
ideal. P. D. Seymour (1977, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 23, 189122; 1981, Europ.
J. Combin. 257290) conjectured that a signed graph is weakly bipartite if and only
if it does not contain a minor called an odd K5 . A proof of this conjecture is given
in this paper.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G=(V, E ) be a graph and 7E. Edges in 7 are called odd and
edges in E&7 are called even. The pair (G, 7 ) is called a signed graph.
Given a subgraph H of G, V(H) denotes the set of vertices of H and
E(H) the set of edges of H. A subset LE(G) is odd (resp., even) if
|L & 7| is odd (resp. even). A circuit of G is a connected subgraph of G
with all degrees equal to two.
A signed graph (G, 7 ) is said to be weakly bipartite if the following
polyhedron Q is integral (i.e., all its extreme points are integral):
Q={x # R |E |+ : :i # C x i1, for all odd circuits C of (G, 7 )= . (1.1)
See Gerards [7] for a recent survey on weakly bipartite graphs and
connections with multicommodity flows. Particularly interesting is the case
where 7=E(G). Let x^ be any 0, 1 extreme point of Q. Then x^ is the
incidence vector of a set of edges which intersect every odd circuit of G. In
other words, 1&x^ is the incidence vector of a bipartite subgraph of G. Let
w # R |E |+ be weights for the edges of G and let x be a solution to
min[wx: x # Q & [0, 1] |E |]. (1.2)
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Then e&x is a solution to the Weighted Max-Cut Problem. This problem
is known to be NP-hard even in the unweighted case [9]. Note that
weakly bipartite graphs are precisely those graphs for which the integrality
constraints in (1.2) can be dropped.
Weakly bipartite graphs G with 7=E(G) were introduced by Gro tschel
and Pulleyblank [8]. They showed that the optimization problem
min[wx: x # Q] can be solved in polynomial time and proved that planar
graphs are weakly bipartite.
In fact, Fonlupt et al. [5] showed that all graphs which are not contrac-
tible to K5 are weakly bipartite. This is closely related to an earlier result
by Barahona [1] on the cut polytope. Note that this does not yield a
characterization of weakly bipartite graphs. Consider the graph obtained
from K5 by replacing one edge with two consecutive edges. This graph is
weakly bipartite and contractible to K5 .
Following Gerards [6], we will define a number of operations on signed
graphs, which maintain the weak bipartite property. Given UV(G), the
cut [(u, v): u # U, v  U] is denoted by $(U ). Given two sets S1 , S2 , the
symmetric difference (S1 _ S2)&(S1 & S2) is denoted by S1 q S2 . The
operation which consists of replacing 7 with 7 q $(U ) is called a signature
exchange. Since $(U ) intersects every circuit an even number of times, we
readily obtain that
Remark 1.1. (G, 7 ) and (G, 7 q $(U )) have the same set of odd
circuits.
The signed graph (G$, 7$), where 7$=7&[e] and G$ is obtained by
removing edge e from G, is denoted (G, 7 )"e. We write (G, 7 )e for the
signed graph obtained as follows: (1) If e is odd then find a signature
exchange of (G, 7 ) so that e becomes even and (2) contract the edge e in
G (remove the edge e in G and identify both of its endpoints). (G, 7 )"e is
called a deletion minor and (G, 7 )e a contraction minor. Let Q be the
polyhedron associated with (G, 7 ); see (1.1). It can be readily shown (see
for example the introduction of [17]) that deleting the edge e corresponds
to projecting Q onto a lower subspace and contracting e corresponds to
setting xe to zero. A signed graph (H, %) is called a minor of (G, 7 ), if it
can be obtained as a sequence of signature exchanges, deletions and con-
tractions. It follows from Remark 1.1 and the above observations that
Remark 1.2. If (G, 7 ) is weakly bipartite then so are all its minors.
A proper minor of (G, 7 ) is a minor, (H, %) of (G, 7 ), where |E(H)|<
|E(G)|. An odd K5 , denoted by K5
t
, is the complete graph on 5 vertices




constraints corresponding to the triangles (the odd circuits of length three)
define a fractional point ( 13 , ...,
1
3) of Q. Thus K5
t
is not weakly bipartite.
Seymour [17, 18] predicted, as part of a more general conjecture on binary
clutters (see Section 3.4), that
Conjecture 1.3. (G, 7 ) is weakly bipartite if and only if it has no K5
t
minor.
A signed graph is said to be minimally non-weakly-bipartite if it is not
weakly bipartite but all its proper minors are. The following theorem
(which is equivalent to Seymour’s conjecture) is proved in this paper.




We conclude with a few definitions. A walk is a sequence v0 , e1 , v1 , e2 , ...,
ek , vk of vertices and edges such that ei=(vi&1 , vi). A path will consist
either of a single vertex (the empty path) or of a walk with no repeated
vertices, no repeated edges, and distinct endpoints. An internal vertex of a
path P is a vertex of P which is distinct from the endpoints of P. We iden-
tify edge induced subgraphs with their edge sets. Hence we can talk about
odd paths, odd walks, and odd circuits contained in a collection of paths.
Multiple edges and loops will be allowed.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE PROOF
We start with a minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph (G, 7 ). We
choose an edge e=(w1 , w2), define a partition R, B, G, W of the edges of
G, and show properties which relate odd circuits, the edge e, and the parti-
tion. These results will help us to understand how various paths intersect.
We then show that there exist three odd circuits CR R _ W, CB B _ W,
and CG G _ W which exactly intersect in e and have no vertices in com-
mon, other than w1 , w2 . Because we can resign (G, 7 ) we assume that e
is odd and that all other edges of CR , CB , and CG are even. The next step
is to show that there exist odd paths PR , PB , PG where PR (resp., PB , PG)
has endpoints in CB , CG (resp., CR , CG ; CR , CB) but distinct from w1 , w2
and has no internal vertex in common with CR , CB , or CG . If PR , PB , and
PG share no internal vertices then (G, 7 ) has a K5
t
minor. We assume for
a contradiction that (G, 7 ) has no K5
t
minor and proceed to show that the
paths PR , PB , and PG must intersect in a special configuration. At that
point we need some additional structure to be able to find a K5
t
minor. We
show that for every edge e$ there exist three special odd circuits C$1 , C$2 , C$3
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using edge e$. Let (G$, 7$) denote the graph induced by the edges of CR ,
CB , CG and PR , PB , PG . We show that (G$, 7$) contains as a minor the
complete graph K5 with nine odd edges. Let e$ be one of the edges of G$
which correspond to the even edge of K5 . If we can find in (G, 7 ) a path
P$ which has a different parity than e, such that the endpoints of P$ are the
endpoints of e$ and P$ has no internal vertices in common with G$, then
clearly (G, 7 ) has a K5
t
minor. Define P$ to be the path obtained by
removing e$ from one of C$i , i=1, 2, 3. If for some C$i the only vertex com-
mon to C$i and G$ are the endpoints of e$ then P$ is of the required form.
Otherwise we analyze how each of the circuits C$1 , C$2 , C$3 intersects G$ and
attempt to show that in each case we obtain a K5
t
minor. When this fails
we repeat the argument for a second edge e" and the circuits C"1 , C"2 , C"3 .
2.1. Clutters and Associated Triple
Consider a signed graph (G, 7 ) with a special edge e # E(G) and a parti-
tion of the edges R, B, G, W such that e # W. We represent this by the
triple ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )). It may be helpful to think of R, B, G, W
as a coloring of the edges of G.
Definition 2.1. We say that this triple has the properties (P1), (P2)
when the following hold:
(P1) Every odd circuit C of (G, 7 ) that does not contain e has at
least one edge in R, one in B, and one in G.
(P2) For any ei # R and ej # B there is an odd circuit C of (G, 7 )
with the following properties: C does not contain e, the only edge of C in
R is ei , and the only edge of C in B is ej . The statement also holds if we
replace R, B with R, G or B, G.
FIG. 1. ( K5
t




has such a triple, which satisfies the properties (P1) and
(P2). See Fig. 1. In fact, this is true of every minimally non-weakly bipartite
graph.
Lemma 2.2. Let (G, 7 ) be a minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph and e
be an arbitrary edge. We can partition the edges of E(G) into R, B, G, W
such that e # W and such that ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Moreover, R, B, and G are all non-empty.
The proof of this result is postponed until Section 4. It relies on a
theorem of Lehman [12] on minimally non-ideal clutters.
We start the proof of the main theorem by assuming that (G, 7 ) is a
minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph. We then choose an edge e and a
partition R, B, G, W satisfying the properties given in the previous lemma.
The special edge e and the partition R, B, G, W is fixed throughout the
proof. Hence, for every statement regarding minimally non-weakly-bipar-
tite graphs we may make reference to e, R, B, G, W, and we shall assume
in particular that the properties (P1), (P2) hold for (G, 7 ).
Remark 2.3. 1. Deleting edges maintains Property (P1).
2. Contracting edges in W&e maintains both of the properties (P1)
and (P2).
Given a set SE and e # E, we denote the set S&[e] by S&e. We will
use the notation
R =R _ W&e, B =B _ W&e, G =G _ W&e.
2.2. Building-blocks
Consider the triple ( K5
t
, e, (R, B, G, W )) given in Fig. 1. Let CR=
[e, e1 , e2], CB=[e, e3 , e4], and CG=[e, e5 , e6]. These three odd circuits
share only the edge e. Note that all edges of CR (resp., CB , CG) are in R
(resp., B, G) and in W. Moreover, CR (resp., CB , CG) contains an even
number of edges in R (resp. B, G). Finally, observe that the only vertices
which CR , CB , and CG have in common are the endpoints of e. This is true
of every minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph.
Lemma 2.4. Let (G, 7 ) be a minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph.
1. There exist odd circuits CR R _ W, CB B _ W, and CG 
G _ W which intersect exactly in e.
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2. CR , CB , and CG have only the vertices w1 and w2 in common, where
e=(w1 , w2).
3. |CR & R|, |CB & B| , |CG & G| are all even and non-zero.
The proof of this result is postponed until Section 4.
Given the two vertices v1 and v2 of path P, the subpath of P between v1
and v2 is denoted by P(v1 , v2)=P(v2 , v1). Let e be the special edge; the
path which consists of the edges of CR&e (resp., CB&e, CG&e) is denoted
PCR (resp. PCB , PCG).
Definition 2.5. Consider a path PR (resp. B , G ) with an endpoint
v. A v-labeling of the vertices of P is a partition of the vertices of P into two
sets called odd and even, defined as follows: A vertex t is odd if the subpath
P(v, t) contains an odd number of edges of R (resp., B, G). Vertices which
are not odd are even.
Figure 2 illustrates Definition 2.5. Observe that given a path PR with
endpoints v1 and v2 , a v1-labeling of the vertices is identical to a v2 -labeling
exactly when |P & R| is even. Next we define a labeling of ((G, 7 ), e,
(R, B, G, W )).
Definition 2.6. We w1-label the vertices of PCR , PCB , and PCG . We
know from Lemma 2.4(3) that |CR & R|, |CB & B|, and |CG & G| are all
even. Thus in all three paths PCR , PCB , and PCG the vertices w1 and w2 are
even. By Lemma 2.4(2), CR , CB , and CG have only the vertices w1 and w2
in common. Therefore, we can resign (G, 7 ) so that e is the only odd edge
in CR _ CB _ CG . We call such a signature of the edges and labeling
vertices of CR , CB , CG a canonical labeling.
Figure 3 illustrates Definition 2.6. Consider the triple ( K5
t
, e, (R, B, G,
W )) defined in Fig. 1. Assume that it has a canonical labeling, then e is odd
and e1 , ..., e6 are all even. There is an odd path PR=[e7]R between the
(unique) odd vertex of CB and the (unique) odd vertex of CG . Similarly, we
have odd paths PB=[e8]B and PG=[e9]G . These properties hold
for all minimally non-weakly-bipartite graphs.
Lemma 2.7. Let (G, 7 ) be a minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph with
a canonical labeling. We may choose the paths PR , PB , PG with the following
properties.
FIG. 2. A v-labeling of a path PR . Bold solid lines represent in R. Dotted lines
represent edges in W&e. White (resp., black) circles represent even (resp. odd) vertices.
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FIG. 3. White (resp. black) circles represent even (resp. odd) vertices. Bold solid lines
represent paths in R , thin solid lines paths in G , and dashed lines paths in B .
1. PR (resp., PB , PG) is odd and has as endpoints an odd vertex vBR
(resp. vRB , vBG) of CB (resp. CR , CB) and an odd vertex vGR (resp. vGB , vRG)
of CG (resp. CG , CR).
2. PR R , PB B , and PG G .
3. PR , PB , PG each have only two vertices in common with CR _
CB _ CG .
4. |PR & R|, |PB & B|, and |PG & G| are all odd.
5. No path satisfies (1) and (2) and contains fewer edges in R (resp.
B, G) than PR (resp., PB , PG).
6. The paths PR , PB , and PG minimize |PR _ PB _ PG | among all
choices of paths satisfying (1), (2), and (5).
FIG. 4. Lemma 2.7, statement.
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Figure 4 illustrates the previous proposition. The proof of this result is
postponed until Section 5.
In naming the six vertices vBR , vGR , vRB , vGB , vRG , and vBG of Lemma 2.7,
the following convention was used: the first index indicates which odd
circuit (CR , CB , or CG) the vertex belongs to, and the second index the
path (PR , PB , or PG) for which the vertex is an endpoint.
Definition 2.8. Consider a triple ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )). Suppose G
has odd circuits CR , CB , CG which satisfy the properties of Lemma 2.4.
Suppose also that (G, 7 ) has a canonical labeling and paths PR , PB , PG
which satisfy the properties of Lemma 2.7. We then say that (G, 7 ) is a
generalized K5
t
(with circuits CR , CB , CG , paths PR , PB , PG , and vertices
vBR , vGR , vRB , vGB , vRG , vBG). If the paths PR , PB , PG only satisfy the
properties (1)(3) of Lemma 2.7, then (G, 7 ) is a weak generalized K5
t
. The
graph obtained by deleting all the edges not in CR , CB , CG , PR , PB , PG
is the skeleton of the (weak) generalized K5
t
.
Figure 4 illustrates the previous definition. Thus Lemmas 2.4 and 2.7
imply in particular,




Remark 2.10. Let (G, 7 ) be a signed graph with an odd (resp. even)
path P, where all internal vertices have degree two in G. Then there is a
sequence of signature exchanges and contractions that will replace P with
a single odd edge, without changing the remainder of the graph.




minor if PR , PB , PG
have no internal vertices in common. This is because in this case the
following sequence of operations yields K5
t
:
v delete all edges which are not in CR , CB , CG and not in PR , PB , PG ;
v contract PCR(vRG , vRB), PCB(vBR , vBG), and PCG(vGR , vGB);
v resign edges in $([w1 , w2]); and
v replace each odd path with a single odd edge (see Remark 2.10).
2.3. Intersections of the paths PR , PB , and PG
Consider a minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph which does not have a
K5
t
minor. Because of Corollary 2.9 and Remark 2.11 we know that at
least two of the paths PR , PB , and PG must share an internal vertex. The
next result shows that (G, 7 ) has a contraction minor (H, 7H ) where
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(H, 7H ) is a generalized K5
t
with paths P$R , P$B , P$G and where each pair
of these paths shares an internal vertex.
Lemma 2.12. Let (G, 7 ) be a generalized K5
t
which has no K5
t
minor.
Then there is a contraction minor (H, 7H ) which is obtained by
a. contracting all edges in PR , PB , PG which are also in W;
b. choosing in (G, 7 ) two particular vertices p1 and p2 of PR ; and
c. contracting the subpaths PR(vBR , p1) and PR(vGR , p2).
such that (H, 7H ) is a weak generalized K5
t
with circuits CR , CB , CG ;
paths P$R , P$B , P$G ; and vertices v$GB , v$BG , vBR , vRB , vGR , and vRG . Moreover,
(H, 7H ) satisfies the following properties.
1. The skeleton of (H, 7H ) satisfies (P1).
2. P$R R, P$B B, P$G G.
Given a vRB -labeling (resp., vRG -labeling) of the internal vertices of P$B
(resp. P$G):
3. Internal vertices common to P$B (resp. P$G) and P$R are odd.
4. Internal vertices common to P$B and P$G are even.
5. P$R and P$B (resp. P$G) share an odd internal vertex tRB (resp. tRG).
6. P$B(tRB , v$GB) and P$G share an even internal vertex tBG .
7. P$B and P$G(tRG , v$BG) share an even internal vertex t$BG .
8. Paths P$R(vBR , tRB) and P$R(vGR , tRG) consist of a single edge.
Edges of (H, 7H ) can be resigned so that e is the only odd edge of CR , CB ,
and CG and is such that
9. P$B (resp. P$G) has exactly one odd edge which is incident to v$GB
(resp. v$BG).
10. P$R(vBR , tRB), P$R(vGR , tRG) are even and P$R(tRB , tRG) is odd.
The proof of this result is postponed until Section 6.
We did not represent vertices tBG (and t $BG) in Fig. 5. Note the two
possible cases: Either tBG is a vertex of P$G(vRG , tRG) or it is a vertex of
P$G(tRG , v$BG). Observe also that vRB and the vertex of P$B which is adjacent
to it are both odd (where vRB is odd with respect to the w1 -labeling).
2.4. A K5 Minor with Exactly One Even Edge
The next step of the proof is to identify a minor (K, 7k) of (H, 7H)
which has the property that it contains as a minor the complete graph on
five vertices where all edges but one are odd.
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FIG. 5. Lemma 2.12. White (resp. black) circles represent even (resp. odd) vertices.
Definition 2.13. Let q denote the first vertex of P$G , starting from vRG ,
which is also a vertex of P$B(tRB , v$GB). See Fig. 5. It follows from
Lemma 2.12(6) that such a vertex exists. Let q$ be the first vertex of
P$G(q, vRG), starting from q, which is either a vertex of P$B or equal to vRG .
By Lemma 2.12(3) the vertex tRB is odd and by Lemma 2.12(4) q (and q$
if q${vRG) is even. In particular, q, q$, and tRG are all distinct. The graph
obtained by deleting every edge of (H, 7H ) which is not an edge of CR ,
CB , CG , P$R(vBR , tRB), P$B , and P$G(q, q$) is denoted (K, 7K ).
Figure 6 illustrates the previous definition.
Define (see Fig. 6)
S=[w1 , w2 , vBR , vRB , v$GB , tRB , q, q$].
Lemma 2.14. 1. There are exactly two odd edges in (K, 7K ), namely
e and the edge of P$B , incident to v$GB .
2. vRB and q$ may denote the same vertex but all other vertices of S
are distinct.
3. S is the set of vertices of (K, 7K ) which have degree greater than
two.
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FIG. 6. Graph (K, 7K ). (Left) q$=vRG , (right) q${vRG .
Proof. In the previous remark, (1) follows from Lemma 2.12(9 6 10).
Because (H, 7H ) is a generalized K5
t
it follows that tRB and q are not
vertices of CR , CB , or CG . We already saw (Definition 2.13) that tRB , q, q$
are all distinct. Moreover, vBR , v$GB , and vRB are odd vertices of CR , CB ,
CG , thus are distinct from w1 , w2 . Finally, by Lemma 2.4(2), the only
vertices common to CR , CB , or CG are w1 and w2 . Thus vBR , v$GB , and vRB
are all distinct. This proves (2). By Lemma 2.12(8), P$R(vBR , tRB) consists of
a single edge and by construction P$G(q, q$) has no internal vertex in
common with the rest of the graph. This proves (3). K
Corollary 2.15. A minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph which is dis-
tinct from K5
t
contains as a minor the complete graph on five vertices where
all edges but one are odd.
Proof. Consider (K, 7K ). The following sequence of operations yields
the required graph.
v Resign $([q]), $([w1 , w2]);
v if q$=vRG , then contract PCR(vRB , vRG), otherwise contract P$B(q$, vRB);
v contract P$R(tRB , vBR), P$B(q, v$GB);
v replace every odd (resp. even) path with a single odd (resp. even)
edge. K
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2.5. Finding the Last Odd Edge
In order to show that every minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph has a
K5
t
minor, it will be necessary to add some extra structure to the graphs
(H, 7H ) (see Lemma 2.12) and (K, 7K ) (see Definition 2.13).
Consider the triple ( K5
t
, e, (R, B, G, W )) given in Fig. 1. Consider any
edge of K5
t
which is not in CR _ CB _ CG , say edge e8 . There are three odd
circuits L1=[e8 , e2 , e6], L2=[e8 , e1 , e5], and L3=[e8 , e9 , e7] which
share only edge e8 and that contain exactly one edge in R, B, and G. This
is a general property of minimally non-weakly-bipartite graphs.
Lemma 2.16. Let (G, 7 ) be a minimally non-weakly-bipartite graph. For
any edge (u1 , u2) # E(G)&(CR _ CB _ CG) there exist odd circuits C1 , C2 ,
C3 which intersect exactly in (u1 , u2). Circuits C1 , C2 , C3 have only vertices
u1 and u2 in common. Moreover, for any i # [1, 2, 3], if Ci & (R _ B _ G)
{<, then e{Ci and Ci contains exactly one edge in each of R, B, and G.
The proof of this result is postponed until Section 4. We apply this result
to a particular edge of (H, 7H ).
Definition 2.17. Let tRB be the vertex of (H, 7H ) defined in
Lemma 2.12(5). (tRB , t$RB) denotes the edge of P$B(tRB , vRB) incident to tRB .
Note that t$RB need not be distinct from vRB .
Lemma 2.18. Let (H, 7H ) be the graph defined in Lemma 2.12. There
are three edge disjoint odd paths F1 , F2 , F3 from tRB to t$RB with the following
properties:
1. Fi R _ G and |F i & G|=1, |F i & R|1 for i=1, 2, 3.
2. If t is a vertex common to Fi and Fj , where i{ j, then t is not an
even vertex of CB or CG .
Proof. Consider e =(tRB , t$RB) to be an edge of (H, 7H ) and hence of
(G, 7 ). Let C1 , C2 , C3 be the odd circuits given in Lemma 2.16 which
intersect exactly in edge e and let C$1 , C$2 , C$3 be the corresponding odd
circuits in (H, 7H ). Fi , for i # [1, 2, 3], denotes the odd path C$i&e . We
know by Lemma 2.12(9) that e is even, thus since C$i is odd we must have
Fi odd as well.
(1) Since e # Ci and e # B, it follows from Lemma 2.16 that
1=|Ci & R|=|Ci & B|=|Ci & G|. Only edges in R _ W are contracted to
obtain (H, 7H ) from (G, 7 ). Thus in particular |C$i & G|=|Ci & G|,
|C$i & B|=|Ci & B|, and |C$i & R|1. The result now follows from the fact
that e # B and F i=C$i&e .
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(2) Let Ic be the set of edges contracted to obtain (H, 7H ) from
(G, 7 ). By Lemma 2.16 the only vertices shared by Ci and Cj are the
endpoints of e . Let ti and tj be vertices of Ci and Cj in G, which correspond
to the same vertex t in H. We must have a path QIc between ti and tj .
Since Ic PR _ PB _ PG , it follows from Lemma 2.7(3) that Q does not
contain any even vertices of CB or of CG .
To complete the proof we will show that the graph (H, 7H ) contains a
K5
t
minor, thereby contradicting the hypothesis of Lemma 2.12. Rather
than exhibiting the K5
t
minor directly it will (for some of the cases) be
more convenient to show the presence of an intermediate graph, which we
know contains a K5
t
minor.
Definition 2.19. A signed graph is said to be a 4-triangle if it can be
resigned to be of the form given in Fig. 7. Lines correspond to internally
disjoint paths, and all vertices are disjoint except for v1 and v$1 which may
denote the same vertex.
Given a 4-triangle we can contract paths v1 to v$1 , v2 to v4 , and, v3 to v5 .




Remark 2.20. Every 4-triangle contains a K5
t
minor.
Consider (K, 7K ) given in Definition 2.13 and let us resign the edges in
$([q]). Note that this graph is almost a 4-triangle, except that the path
P$B(vRB , tRB) (or P$B(q$, tRB) if q${vRG) should be odd rather than even.
FIG. 7. The two types of 4-triangles.
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FIG. 8. Lemma 2.21. We represent the case where q$=vRG only.
Lemma 2.21. Let (K, 7K ) be the graph given in Definition 2.13 and let
F1 , F2 , F3 be the paths given in Lemma 2.18. Then F1 , F2 , F3 all have an
internal vertex in common with (K, 7K ).
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction this is not the case and we have Fi
with no internal vertices in common with (K, 7K ); see Fig. 8. Consider
the graph obtained from (H, 7H ) by deleting e =(tRB , t$RB) and all edges
which are not edges of (K, 7K ) or edges of Fi . Since we can resign the
edges in $([q]) the resulting graph is a 4-triangle hence it has a K5
t
minor.
But we assumed in Lemma 2.12 that (H, 7H ) did not contain such a
minor, a contradiction. K
In light of the previous result we can make the following definition:
Definition 2.22. Let fi (for i=1, 2, 3) denote the first internal vertex
of Fi , starting from tRB , which is also a vertex of (K, 7K ). Thus in
particular Fi (tRB , fi) has no internal vertices in common with (K, 7K ).
Next, we consider all possible sets of vertices f1 , f2 , f3 and show that
because (H, 7H ) does not have a K5
t
minor, two of f1 , f2 , f3 must be
special vertices.
Lemma 2.23. Let (K, 7K ) be the graph given in Definition 2.13, F1 , F2 ,
F3 the paths given in Lemma 2.18, and f1 , f2 , f3 the vertices given in
Definition 2.22. There exist i{ j such that fi and fj are even vertices of
CB distinct from w1 and w2 . Moreover, for both T=Fi (tRB , fi) and T=
Fj(tRB , fj), we have T odd, TG , and |T & G|=1.
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FIG. 9. Lemma 2.23 (we represent the case where q$=vRG only).
The proof of this result is postponed until Section 7. Figure 9 illustrates
Lemma 2.23. The next step is to show that (H, 7H ) cannot contain the
graph given in Fig. 10. Note that the result is immediate if the only vertices
with degree larger than 2 are the ones indicated in the figure, since in that




FIG. 10. Lemma 2.24.
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Lemma 2.24. Let (H, 7H ) be the graph defined in Lemma 2.12. There
are no odd paths T1 , T2 , T $2 that satisfy the following conditions:
a. T1 G and T2 _ T $2 B ;
b. |T1 & G|=|T2 & B|=|T $2 & B|=1;
c. the endpoints of T1 are tRB and t1 , and the endpoints of T2 (resp.,
T $2) are tRG and t2 (resp., t$2);
d. t1 is an even vertex of CB ; t2 , t$2 are even vertices of CG ; and t1 ,
t2 , t$2 are distinct from w1 , w2 ;
e. t2 (resp. t$2) is not a vertex of T $2 (resp. T2);
f. T1 , T2 , T $2 have no internal vertices in common with CR , CB , CG .
The proof of this result is postponed until Section 8. Figure 10 illustrates
Lemma 2.24.
We now give the proof of the main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let (G, 7 ) be a minimally non-weakly-bipartite
graph and suppose for a contradiction that it cannot be obtained from K5
t
by a signature exchange. By minimality no proper minor of (G, 7 ) contains
K5
t
. Thus, because of Lemma 2.12, we can assume that (G, 7 ) contains
(H, 7H ) as a minor. Consider, for i=1, 2, 3, F i given by Lemma 2.18 and
fi given in Definition 2.22. By Lemma 2.23 there are fi , f j with i{ j which
are even vertices of CB distinct from w1 and w2 . Moreover, for T1=Fi
(tRB , fi) and T $1=F j (tRB , f j) we have
T1 , T $1 odd T1 _ T $1 G |T1 & G|=|T $1 & G|=1. (2.3)
By symmetry, since edges in B play the same role as edges in G for
(H, 7H ) we must have paths T2 , T $2 from vRG to some even vertices
f $i , f $j of CG distinct from w1 and w2 that satisfy
T2 , T $2 odd T2 _ T $2 B |T2 & B|= |T $2 & B|=1. (2.4)
Consider the conditions (a)(f) given in Lemma 2.24 and the paths T1 , T2 ,
T $2 . Conditions (a) and (b) follow from (2.3) and (2.4). We have already
showed (c) and (d). Since fi (resp. fj) is an even vertex of CB , it follows by
Lemma 2.18(2) that fi (resp. fj) is not an internal vertex of Fj (resp. Fi) and
hence of T $1 (resp. T1). Now (e) is the corresponding statement for f $i , f $j
and T2 , T $2 which also holds by symmetry. Finally, by the definition of fi
there is no internal vertex of T1=Fi (tRB , f i) which is a vertex of (K, 7K ),
so in particular T1 has no internal vertices in common with CR , CB , or CG .
By symmetry the same also holds for T2 and T $2 . Thus all conditions
(a)(f) hold, a contradiction. K
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2.6. Organization of the paper
The remainder of the paper is organized in the following manner.
Section 3 introduces some basic notions on clutters, before stating a
theorem by Lehman [12] on minimally non-ideal clutters. Key properties
of binary minimally non-ideal (mni) clutters are derived from this theorem
in Section 3.4. These results are reformulated in terms of labeled graphs in
Section 4 where we will give the proofs for Lemmas 2.2, 2.4, and 2.16.
Section 5 studies how collections of paths intersect in a signed graph with
the properties (P1) and (P2). These results will be used throughout the
remainder of the paper. We shall also prove Lemma 2.7 in that section.
Lemma 2.12 is proved in Section 6. The proof of Lemma 2.23 is given in
Section 7 and the proof of Lemma 2.24 in Section 8.
3. CLUTTERS
3.1. Elementary Definitions
A clutter A is a pair (E(A), 0(A)) where E(A) is a finite set and 0(A)
is a family of subsets of E(A), say [S1 , ..., Sm], with the property that
Si Sj implies Si=Sj . M(A) denotes a 0, 1 matrix whose rows are the
incidence vectors of the elements of 0(A). A clutter A is said to be ideal
if the polyhedron Q(A)=[x0 : M(A) x1] is integral. We say that A
is the clutter of odd circuits of a signed graph (G, 7 ) if E(A)=E(G) and
the elements of 0(A) are the odd circuits of (G, 7 ). Thus a signed graph
is weakly bipartite when the clutter of its odd circuits is ideal.
Given a clutter A and i # E(A), the contraction Ai and deletion A"i
are clutters defined as follows: E(Ai)=E(A"i)=E(A)&[i], 0(Ai) is
the set of inclusion-wise minimal elements of [S&[i] : S # 0(A)], and
0(A"i)=[S: i  S # 0(A)]. Contractions and deletions can be performed
sequentially, and the result does not depend on the order. A clutter B
obtained from A by a set of deletions Id and a set of contractions Ic , where
Ic & Id=< is called a minor of A and is denoted by A"Id Ic . We say that
B is a contraction minor (resp. deletion minor) if Id=< (resp. Ic=<). The
following is well known [12].
Remark 3.1. If A is ideal, then so are its minors.
We saw in Remark 1.1 that a signature exchange of a signed graph leaves
the clutter of odd circuits unchanged. Contractions and deletions on a
signed graph (as defined in Section 1) are equivalent to the corresponding
operations on the clutter of odd circuits.
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Remark 3.2. Let A be the clutter of odd circuits of (G, 7 ). Then
v Ae is the clutter of odd circuits of (G, 7 )e, and
v A"e is the clutter of odd circuits of (G, 7 )"e.
Given a clutter A, the clutter b(A) is called the blocker of A and is
defined as follows: E(b(A))=E(A) and 0(b(A)) is the set of inclusion-
wise minimal elements of [U: C & U{<, \C # 0(A)]. It is well known
that b(A"Ic Id)=b(A)Ic"Id and that b(b(A))=A [16]. If A is the
clutter of odd circuits of a signed graph (G, 7 ), then the elements of
0(b(A)) are of the form $(U) q 7, where $(U) is a cut of G [6].
3.2. Minimal Non ideal Clutters
A clutter A is called minimally non-ideal (mni) if it is not ideal but all
its proper minors are ideal. Because of Remark 3.2, the clutter of odd
circuits of a minimally non-weakly bipartite signed graph is mni. In this
section we review the properties of mni clutters.
The clutter Jt , for t1, is defined as follows: E(Jt) :=[0, ..., t] and
Jt :=[[1, ..., t]] _ [[0, i]: i=1, ..., t]. The cardinality of the smallest
element of 0(b(A)) is denoted by {(A). In this section we consider the
matrix representation A=M(A) of a clutter A. We say that a matrix
M(A) is mni when the clutter A is mni. The blocker of b(M(A)) is the
matrix M(b(A)) and {(A) is the smallest number of non-zero entries in
any row of b(M(A)).
Given a mni matrix A, let x~ be any extreme point of Q(A)=[x0 :
Ax1] with fractional components. Let A be a maximal row submatrix of
A for which A x~ =1. Such a row submatrix A of A is called a core of A.
Two matrices are said to be isomorphic if one can be obtained from the
other by a sequence of permutations of the rows and columns. The next
result is by Lehman [12] (see also Padberg [15] and Seymour [19]).
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a mni matrix. Then B=b(A) is mni. Let
r={(B) and s={(A). Either A is isomorphic to M(Jt) or
1. A (resp. B) has a unique core A (resp. B ) or
2. A , B are square matrices.
Moreover, the rows and columns of A can be permuted so that
3. A B T=J+(rs&n) I, where rs&n1.
Here J denotes a square matrix filled with ones and I the identity matrix.
Also, 1 is the vector of all ones, 1j is the j th unit vector, and B j denotes
column j of B . The following is a special case of a result of Bridges and
Ryser [2].
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Theorem 3.4. Let A , B be matrices satisfying (2), (3) of Theorem 3.3.
1. Columns and rows of A (resp. B ) have exactly r (resp. s) ones.
2. A B T=A TB .
3. A TB } j=1+(rs&n) 1j .
4. Let j be the index of any column of A. Let C1 , ..., Cs (resp.
U1 , ..., Ur) be the characteristic sets of the rows of A (resp. B ) whose indices
are given by the characteristic set of column j of B (resp. A ). Then C1 , ..., Cs
(resp. U1 , ..., Ur) intersect only in [ j] and exactly q=rs&n+1 of these sets
contain j.
Note that in the last theorem, Property (2) implies (3) which in turn
implies (4). Because of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4(1) the fractional
point x~ must be ( 1r , ...,
1
r). The next remark follows from the fact that A is
a maximal row submatrix of A for which A x~ =1.
Remark 3.5. Rows of A which are not rows of A have at least r+1
non-zero entries. Similarly, rows of B which are not in B have at least s+1
ones.
Let A{Jt be a mni clutter with A=M(A). The clutter A denotes the
core of A (i.e., M(A )=A ). Let B be the blocker of A and B the core of
B. Consider the element C # 0(A ) (resp. U # 0(B )) which corresponds to
the i th row of A (resp. B ). By Theorem 3.3(3), C intersects every element
of 0(B ) exactly once, except for U which is intersected q=rs&n+12
times. We call U the mate of C. Thus every element of 0(A) is paired with
an element of 0(B ). Note that Theorem 3.4(4) implies the following result.
Remark 3.6. Let A be a mni clutter distinct from Jt and consider
C1 , C2 # 0(A ) with i # C1 & C2 . The mates U1 , U2 of C1 , C2 satisfy
U1 & U2 [i].
3.3. Binary clutters
A clutter A is said to be binary if, for any three sets S1 , S2 , S3 # 0(A),
the set S1qS2 qS3 contains a set of 0(A). Lehman [10] showed (see
also Seymour [16])
Theorem 3.7. A is binary if and only if for any C # 0(A) and U #
0(b(A)) we have |C & U | odd.
Thus in particular if A is binary, then so is its blocker. The following is
easy; see for example [6].
Proposition 3.8. Let (G, 7 ) be a signed graph. Then the clutter of odd
circuits of (G, 7 ) is binary.
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3.4. Minimally Non-ideal Binary Clutters
Note that the blocker of Jt is Jt itself. We therefore have [0, 1] # E(Jt)
and [0, 1] # E(b(Jt)). It follows by Theorem 3.7 that Jt is not binary. The
clutter F7 is defined as follows: E(F7)=[1, ..., 7] and
0(F7)=[[1, 3, 5], [1, 4, 6], [2, 4, 5], [2, 3, 6],
[1, 2, 7], [3, 4, 7], [5, 6, 7]].
The clutter of odd circuits of K5 is denoted by OK5 . Conjecture 1.3 is part
of a more general conjecture by Seymour on minimally non-ideal binary
clutters. See [17, p. 200] and [18, (9.2), (11.2.)].
Conjecture 3.9. If A is a minimally non-ideal binary clutter, then A is
either F7 , OK5 , or b(OK5).
Since we can readily check that F7 and b(OK5) are not clutters of odd
circuits this conjecture implies Conjecture 1.3. Next are two results on mni
binary clutters.
Proposition 3.10. Let A be a mni binary clutter and C1 , C2 # 0(A ). If
CC1 _ C2 and C # 0(A), then either C=C1 or C=C2 .
Proof. Let r denote the cardinality of the elements of 0(A ).
Case 1: |C |=r. By Remark 3.5, we have C # 0(A ). Let U be the mate
of C and q=|C & U |2. By Theorem 3.7, q is odd so in particular q3.
Since CC1 _ C2 , we must have |U & C1|>1 or |U & C2 |>1. This
implies that U is the mate of C1 or C2 , i.e., that C=C1 or C=C2 .
Case 2: |C |>r. Let t=|C1 & C2 & C |. Since CC1 _ C2 , it follows
that
|C |=t+|(C1qC2) & C |. (*)
For T=C1qC2 qC, we have
|T |=|(C1 & C2 & C) _ [(C1qC2)&C]|, CC1 _ C2
=|C1 & C2 & C |+|C1 qC2 |&|(C1 qC2) & C |
=t+|C1qC2 |&(|C |&t), by (*)
=2t+|C1|+|C2 |&2 |C1 & C2 |&|C |
|C1|+ |C2 |& |C |, t|C1 & C2 |
2r&(r+1), C1 , C2 # 0(A )
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Since A is binary we have that T is equal to, or contains an element of,
0(A). But |T |r&1, which contradicts Theorem 3.4(1) and Remark 3.5. K
Note that for OK5 the previous theorem simply says that given two
triangles C1 , C2 there is no odd circuit (distinct from C1 and C2) which is
contained in the union of C1 and C2 . It is worth mentioning that this is a
property of mni binary clutters only. Indeed the property does not hold for
odd holes or more generally for any circulant matrix with the consecutive
one property. For a description of many classes of mni clutters see [4]
and [13].
Proposition 3.11. Let A be a mni binary clutter and B its blocker. For
any e # E(A) there exist C1 , C2 , C3 # 0(A ) and U1 , U2 , U3 # 0(B ) such
that
1. C1 & C2=C1 & C3=C2 & C3=[e].
2. U1 & U2=U1 & U3=U2 & U3=[e].
3. For all i, j # [1, 2, 3] we have
Ci & Uj=[e] if i{ j and |Ci & Uj |=q3, if i= j.
4. For all ei # Ui&[e] and ej # Uj&[e] with i, j # [1, 2, 3],
_C # 0(A) with C & Ui=[ei] and C & Uj=[ej].
For any e # E(A)&(C1 _ C2 _ C3) there exist L1 , L2 , L3 # 0(A ) such
that
5. L1 & L2=L1 & L3=L2 & L3=[e ] and, for all i, j # [1, 2, 3],
|Li & Uj |=1.
Proof. Let r (resp. s) denote the cardinality of the elements of 0(A )
(resp. 0(B )).
(1) By Theorem 3.4 (4) there exist s sets C1 , ..., Cs # 0(A) such that
C1&[e], ..., Cs&[e] are all disjoint. Moreover, exactly q=rs=n+12
of these sets, say C1 , ..., Cq , contain e. Finally, by Theorem 3.7 q3.
(2) Let Ui be the mate of Ci , where i # [1, 2, 3]. We know |Ui & Ci |>1,
and for all j # [1, ..., s]&[i] we have |Ui & Cj |=1. Since C1 , ..., Cs only
intersect in e and since by Theorem 3.4(1), |Ui |=s it follows by counting
that e # Ui . Finally, by Remark 3.6 and the fact that e # C1 & C2 & C3 , we
obtain Ui & Uj [e] for all i{ j and i, j # [1, 2, 3].
(3) This follows from (1), (2) and the fact that Ui is the mate of Cj
if and only if i= j.
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(4) Let T=Ui _ Uj&[ei , ej]. Since A is binary, so is its blocker B.
By Proposition 3.10, there is no U # 0(B) with UT. Thus E(A)&T
intersects every element of 0(B). Since the blocker of the blocker is the
original clutter, it follows that E(A)&T contains or is equal to an element
C of 0(A). Since C & Ui {< and C & Uj {< we have by construction
C & Ui=[ei] and C & Uj=[ej].
(5) Applying (1) to e instead of to e we get L1 , L2 , L3 # 0(A ) with
L1 & L2=L1 & L3=L2 & L3=[e ]. Moreover, L1 , L2 , L3 are distinct from
C1 , C2 , C3 since e  C1 _ C2 _ C3 . Thus Li with i # [1, 2, 3] are not the
mates of U1 , U2 , or U3 . It follows that |Li & U j |=1 for all i, j # [1, 2, 3].
K
4. FROM BINARY CLUTTERS TO SIGNED GRAPHS
In this section we restate all the relevant results on mni clutters in terms
of signed graphs. Let (G, 7 ) be a minimally non-weakly bipartite graph.
Let A be the clutter of odd circuits of (G, 7 ) and B be its blocker. As
noted in Section 3.2, A (and thus B) is mni. Let e be any edge of E(A)




W=E(A)&(U1 _ U2 _ U3) _ [e].
Note that by Proposition 3.11(2) R, B, G, and W form a partition of the
edges of G. Thus we can associate with (G, 7 ) a triple ((G, 7 ), e,
(R, B, G, W )).
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let C be an odd circuit of (G, 7 ) with e  C.
Since C # 0(A) we have C & Ui {< for i # [1, 2, 3]. It follows that
C & R{<, C & B{<, and C & G{<. This proves (P1).
Let ei # R and ej # B, then ei # U1 , ej # U2 . Hence by Proposition 3.11(4)
there is an odd circuit C # 0(A) with [ei]=C & U1 $C & R and [ej]=
C & U2 $C & B. The same argument is used for R, G or B, G. This proves
(P2). K
Before we can prove Lemmas 2.4 and 2.16 we will need a definition and
a couple of results.
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FIG. 11. Lemma 4.2.
Definition 4.1. We say that a sequence of paths S=[P1 , ..., Pt]
forms a closed walk if each path Pi has endpoints vi , vi+1 , and vt+1=v1 .
We denote the set of edges  ti=1 Pi by E(S).
Figure 11 illustrates the previous definition.
Lemma 4.2. Let S=[P1 , ..., Pt] be a sequence of paths that form a
closed walk. If there is an odd number of odd paths in S, then E(S) contains
an odd circuit.
Proof. Consider the signed edge-subgraph of (G, 7 ) induced by E(S).
Duplicate edges (i.e., create a new edge with the same endpoints and the
same parity as an existing one) so that each edge appears the same number
of times as in S. By construction the resulting graph (R, 7R ) is Eulerian
and contains an odd number of odd edges. It follows that (R, 7R ) can be
decomposed into a collection of edge disjoint circuits, and at least one of
these circuits, say C is odd. If C contains either one vertex or strictly more
than two vertices, then it does not contain both an edge and its duplicate.
If C contains exactly two vertices then one edge cannot be the duplicate of
the other since C is odd. It follows that C is also an odd circuit of
(G, 7 ). K
Lemma 4.3. Let A be the clutter of odd circuits of a minimally non-
weakly-bipartite graph. Consider two odd circuits C1 , C2 # 0(A ) which have
exactly one edge (u1 , u2) in common. Then C1 , C2 have only vertices u1 and
u2 in common.
Proof. Suppose C1 and C2 have a vertex t distinct from u1 and u2 in
common. Let P be the path in C1&e from u1 to t, let P$ be the path in
C1&e from u2 to t, let Q be the path in C2&e from u1 to t, and let Q$ be
the path in C2&e from u2 to t. See Fig. 12. Since we can relabel edges in
$([u1]) and in $([t]) we can assume w.l.o.g. that the edge (u1 , u2) is odd
and that the paths P, P$ are both even. If Q is odd, then let S=[P, Q],
otherwise let S=[[(u1 , u2)], Q, P$]. By Lemma 4.2, E(S) contains an
odd circuit, a contradiction to Proposition 3.10.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let us rename the sets C1 , C2 , C3 of Proposition
3.11 as CR , CB , CG . We know from Proposition 3.11(1) that CR , CB , and
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FIG. 12. Lemma 4.3.
CG intersect, exactly in e. By Proposition 3.11(3), <=CR & (U2 _ U3&
[e])=CR & (B _ G). Thus CR R _ W. Thus Part 1 holds. Also by
Proposition 3.11(3), |CR & R|= |CR & (U1&[e])|=|CR & U1|&1=q&1,
where q3 is odd. Identically, we show that CB B _ W, CG G _ W
and |CB & B|, |CG & G| are both non-zero and even. Thus Part 3 holds.
Finally, (2) follows directly from Lemma 4.3. K
Proof of Lemma 2.16. Let (u1 , u2) be any edge in E(G)&(CR _ CB _
CG). By Proposition 3.11(5) there are odd circuits C1 , C2 , C3 which inter-
sect exactly in (u1 , u2). Moreover, by Lemma 4.3, C1 , C2 , C3 have only
vertices u1 , u2 in common. Also, by Proposition 3.11(5), |Ci & Uj |=1, for
all i, j # [1, 2, 3]. It follows that if <{Ci & (R _ B _ G)=Ci & (U1 _
U2 _ U3&e), then e  Ci and 1=|Ci & U1|=|Ci & R|. Similarly, |Ci & B|
=|Ci & G|=1. K
5. PARITY CONDITIONS
We study properties of collections of paths in graphs with properties
(P1) and (P2). These results will be used throughout the remainder of the
paper.
Lemma 5.1. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) which satisfies (P1) and
(P2). If eR=(v, t1) # R and eB=(v, t2) # B are two even edges of G with a
common endpoint v, then there is an odd path QG from t1 to t2 with
Q & G{< and t1 {t2 .
Proof. By the Property (P2) there is an odd circuit C such that
C & R=[eR] and C & B=[eB] which does not contain edge e. Since eR
and eB share an endpoint v this implies t1 {t2 and C can be written as
[eR , eB] _ Q where QG is an odd path between t1 and t2 . Finally,
because of (P1) we have <{C & G=Q & G. K
Lemma 5.2. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1). Let
PR and QR _ B be two paths which share the same endpoints. Then P
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and Q have the same parity. The statement remains true if we substitute R
and B by any pair in R, B, G.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that P and Q have different parities.
Let S=[P, Q]. By Lemma 4.2, E(S) contains an odd circuit but e  E(S)
and E(S) & G=<, a contradiction to (P1). K
Lemma 5.3. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). There is no edge (v1 , v2) # R and path PB between v1 and v2 . The
statement remains true if we substitute R, B with any pair in R, B, G.
Proof. Let us contract all edges of P which are in W. (Note that not all
edges of P are in W. Otherwise after contraction (v1 , v2) form a loop, thus
clearly (P2) does not hold, a contradiction to Remark 2.3(2).) The result-
ing path is denoted by P$. From Remark 2.3 we know that the properties
(P1) and (P2) are still satisfied. Let (v1 , v3) denote the edge of P$ which is
incident to v1 . Since we can resign $([v1]) we will assume that (v1 , v2) is
even. If v3=v2 , then by Lemma 5.2, (v1 , v3) is even, a contradiction with
Lemma 5.1. Thus v3 {v2 and since we can resign $([v3]) we will assume
that (v1 , v3) is even. By Lemma 5.1 there is an odd path TG between v2
and v3 ; see Fig. 13. From Lemma 5.2 we know that P$ is even. Thus, by
Lemma 4.2, S=[T, P$(v2 , v3)] contains an odd circuit, a contradiction
with (P1) since E(S) & R=< and e  E(S). K
Lemma 5.4. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Let PR be a path with |P & R| even. Then there exist paths Q1 B
and Q2 G with the same endpoints as P. The statements remain true if we
replace R, B, G with any permutation.
Proof. We can assume (since otherwise we are done) that there is no
path Q included in W&e between the endpoints of P. Thus in particular
P & R{<. Suppose that |P & R|>2, then we can partition P into sub-
paths that each have exactly two edges in R. Since if we can show the result
for each subpath we can also show the result for P, we will assume that
|P & R|=2. Let (G$, 7 $) be the graph obtained by contracting all edges in
FIG. 13. Lemma 5.3.
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W&e. From Remark 2.3 we know that the properties (P1) and (P2) are
still satisfied for (G$, 7 $). Let P$=P&W. Since there was no path included
in W&e between the endpoints of P, P$ is a path of G$. Let (v1 , v2) and
(v2 , v3) denote the two edges of P$. We have the following property for G$:
Claim 1. There is an edge (v1 , v4) # B _ G (see Fig. 14).
Proof of Claim. Choose any edge e # B of G$. By the Property (P2)
there is an odd circuit C with C & B=[e ], C & R=[(v1 , v2)], and e  C.
Let (v1 , v4) be the edge of C incident to v1 which is distinct from
(v1 , v2). h
Suppose without loss of generality that (v1 , v4) # B. Because of Lemma 5.3,
v4 is distinct from v2 and v3 . By the Property (P2) there is an odd circuit
C with C & R=[(v2 , v3)], C & B=[(v1 , v4]), and e  C. We can write C as
Q _ Q$ _ [(v2 , v3), (v1 , v4)] where Q, Q$ are paths included in G&e and
either Q or Q$ is odd. We know from Lemma 5.3 that neither Q nor Q$
have v1 , v2 as endpoints. Hence we can assume that Q is a path between
v1 and v3 and Q$ is a path between v2 and v4 . See Fig. 14. Let (v1 , v 4) # G
be the edge of Q incident to v1 . By the same argument as above there is
a path Q B&e of G$ between v1 and v3 . Now let Q1 (resp. Q2) be the
paths of G corresponding to the path Q (resp. Q) of G$. K
Lemma 5.5. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Let PR and QB be two paths with the same endpoints. Then
P, Q have the same parity and |P & R|, |Q & B| are both even. The statement
remains true if we replace R, B with any pair from R, B, G.
Proof. We know from Lemma 5.2 that P and Q have the same parity.
Suppose for a contradiction that |P & R| is odd. Let us contract all edges
FIG. 14. Lemma 5.4. Odd circuit C=Q _ Q$ _ [(v1 , v4), (v2 , v3)].
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FIG. 15. Lemma 5.5.
of P which are in W. We call P$ (resp. Q$) the resulting path (resp. walk)
corresponding to P (resp. Q). We know that properties (P1) and (P2)
remain satisfied. Let v1 and v2 denote the endpoints of P$ and Q$ and
let (v1 , v3) # R be the edge of P$ incident to v1 . See Fig. 15. Since
|P$(v2 , v3) & R| is even, it follows using Lemma 5.4 that there is a path
TB between v2 and v3 ; see Fig. 15. The path contained in the walk
T _ Q$ together with the edge (v1 , v3) contradicts Lemma 5.3. K
Lemma 5.6. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Let PR be a path with |P & R| even. Then there exist paths Q1 B
and Q2 G with the same endpoints as P. Moreover, P, Q1 , Q2 have the
same parity and |Q1 & B|, |Q2 & G| are both even. The statement remains
true if we replace R, B, G with any permutation.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.5. K
Lemma 5.7. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P2) and
(P2). Let P, QR be two paths which share the same endpoints. Then P, Q
have the same parity and so do |P & R|, |Q & R|. The statement remains true
if we replace R with B or G.
Proof. We know from Lemma 5.2 that P and Q have the same parity.
Suppose for a contradiction that |P & R| is even and |Q & R| is odd. By
Lemma 5.6 there is a path P$B with |P$ & B| even which has the same
endpoints as P. But P$, Q contradict Lemma 5.5. K
Lemma 5.8. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Let TR be a walk and P be a path contained in T which has the
same endpoints as T. Then P, T have the same parity and |P & R|, |T & R|
have the same parity. The statement remains true if we replace R with B
or G.
Proof. Since each edge used twice contributes zero or two to |T & R|
and to the number of odd edges in T, we will assume that T does not use
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any edge twice consecutively. Therefore, we can partition T into P and a
collection of circuits C1 , ..., Ct . It is sufficient to show that for each circuit
Ci we have Ci even and |Ci & R| even. If Ci consists of a single edge then
because of (P1) we have Ci even. Moreover, it is easy to see that (P2)
implies that Ci W&e. Thus |Ci |2 and we can decompose each Ci into
two paths Q1 and Q2 . But by Lemma 5.7, Q1 and Q2 have the same parity
and so do |Q1 & R| and |Q2 & R|. K
This last result says that we can replace walks with paths without
changing any parity conditions.
Lemma 5.9. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Let P1 R be a path between v and t1 and P2 B be a path between
v and t2 , where t1 {t2 . If |P & R| and |Q & B| are odd then there is a path
QG from t1 to t2 with |Q & G| odd. Moreover, Q is odd if P1 , P2 have the
same parity and is even otherwise. The statement remains true if we replace
R, B, G with any permutation (Fig. 16).
Proof. Since we can contract all edges of P1 , P2 which are in W,
because of Lemma 5.8 we will assume that P1 , P2 have no edges in W. Let
(v, v1) and (v, v2) be the edges of P1 and P2 incident to v. By Lemma 5.3
we know that v1 {v2 . Since we can resign edges in $([v1]), $([v2]) we will
assume that (v, v1) and (v, v2) are both even. By Lemma 5.1 there is an odd
path TG between v1 and v2 .
Claim 1. |T & G| is odd.
Proof of Claim. Suppose |T & G| is even. Then by Lemma 5.6 there is
a path T $B between v1 and v2 . But the paths [(v, v1)] and [(v, v2)] _ T $
contradict Lemma 5.3. h
Note that P1(v1 , t1) (resp., P2(v2 , t2)) has an even number of edges in R
(resp., B). It follows from Lemma 5.6 that there must be a path Q1 (resp.,
FIG. 16. Lemma 5.9.
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Q2) included in G between v1 and t1 (resp., v2 and t2). In addition, Q1
(resp., Q2) has the same parity as P1 (resp., P2) and both Q1 and Q2 con-
tain an even number of edges in G. Let L=T _ Q1 _ Q2 . By construction
L is odd if P1 and P2 have the same parity and even otherwise. In addition,
|L & G| is odd. Let Q be any path between t1 and t2 which is contained in
the walk L. Lemma 5.8 completes the proof. K
The next result generalizes Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.10. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Let P1 R and P2 B be two paths that have an endpoint v in com-
mon and where all edges in P1 & P2 are even. Suppose that we have v-labeling
of the vertices of P1 and P2 . Then there is an odd path QG between any
two odd vertices t1 of P1 and t2 of P2 such that |Q & G| is odd. The statement
remains true if we replace R, B, G with any permutation.
Proof of Lemma 5.10. Apply the previous lemma to P1(v, t1) and
P2(v, t2). K
The next result says that given a set of paths that form a closed walk we
can essentially ignore paths P of the form P/R and |P & R| even.
Lemma 5.11. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Let [P1 , ..., Pt] with t3 be a sequence of paths that form a closed
walk. Suppose P1 R is even and |P1 & R| is even. Suppose also that P2 B .
Then there is a path P$2 B of the same parity as P2 such that |P$2 & B| and
|P2 & B| have the same parity. In addition [P$2 , P3 , ..., Pt] form a closed
walk. The statement remains true if we replace R, B with any pair in R, B, G.
Proof. Let v1 , v2 denote the endpoints of P1 and v2 , v3 the endpoints
of P2 . By Lemma 5.6 there is an even path QB from v1 to v2 , with
|Q & B| even. Let T=Q _ P2 . By construction the walk TB has the same
parity as P2 and |T & B| has the same parity as |P2 & B|. Let P$2 be any
path from v1 to v3 contained in T. Lemma 5.8 completes the proof. K
Let us consider some parity conditions when three paths form a closed
walk.
Lemma 5.12. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Suppose we have paths P1 , P2 , P3 such that S=[ P1 , P2 , P3] forms
a closed walk and P1 R , P2 B , and P3 G . Then |P1 & R|, |P2 & B|, and




Case 1: One of |P1 & R| , |P2 & B|, or |P3 & G| is even. Without loss of
generality we can assume that |P1 & R| is even. Since we can resign all
edges incident to an endpoint of P1 we will also assume P1 is even. By
Lemmas 5.11 and 5.5 we have that |P2 & B| and |P3 & G| are even and that
P2 , P3 have the same parity.
Case 2: |P1 & R|, |P2 & B|, and |P3 & G| are all odd. We can assume
P1 and P2 are both even. By Lemma 5.9 there is an odd path QG which
has the same endpoints as P3 . It follows from Lemma 5.2 that P3 is
odd. K
Lemma 5.13. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Suppose we have path P1 , P2 , Q such that [P1 , P2 , Q] form a closed
walk. Suppose also that P1 , P2 are even, P1 R , |P1 & R| odd, Q & B=<,
and e  Q.
1. If P2 B and |P2 & B| is odd then Q is odd and Q & G{<.
2. If P2 G and |P2 & G| is odd then Q is even and Q & G{<.
Proof. Let v1 (resp. v2 , v3) be the endpoints common to P1 and P2
(resp., P1 and Q, P2 and Q).
(1) By Lemma 5.9 there is an odd path TG between v2 and v3 . By
Lemma 5.2, T and QR _ G have the same parity. Let S=[P1 , P2 , Q].
By Lemma 4.2, E(S) contains an odd circuit. Since e  E(S) by (P1) we
have <{E(S) & G=Q & G.
(2) Suppose Q is odd, then let S=[P1 , P2 , Q]. By Lemma 4.2,
E(S) contains an odd circuit but e  E(S) and E(S) & B=Q & B=<, a
contradiction with (P1). Thus Q is even. By Lemma 5.9 there is an odd
path TB between v2 and v3 . Let S=[T, Q]; by Lemma 4.2, E(S)
contains an odd circuit. Since e  E(S) we have by (P1) that <{
E(S) & G=Q & G. K
Let us consider some parity conditions when four paths form a closed
walk.
Lemma 5.14. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1) and
(P2). Suppose we have paths P1 , P2 , P3 , Q such that [P1 , P2 , P3 , Q] form
a closed walk. Suppose also that P1 , P2 , P3 are even, P1 B , |P1 & B| is
odd, P2 R , |P2 & R| is odd, and QR .
1. If P3 B and |P3 & B| odd then Q is even and Q & R{<.
2. If P3 G and |P3 & G| odd then Q is odd.
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Proof. Let vi , vi+1 , for i=1, 2, 3, be the endpoints of path Pi . Hence
Q has endpoints v1 , v4 .
(1) By Lemma 5.9 there is an odd path T1 G between v1 and v3
and |T1 & G| is odd. Applying Lemma 5.9 to paths T1 and P3 we obtain an
even path T2 R between v1 and v4 with |T2 & R| odd. Lemma 5.7 with T2
and Q completes the proof.
(2) By Lemma 5.9 there is an odd path TB between v2 and v4 .
Suppose Q is even, then let S=[T, Q, P1]. By Lemma 4.2, E(S) contains
an odd circuit but e  E(S) and E(S) & G=<, a contradiction to
(P1). K
We close this section by proving Lemma 2.4.
Proof of Lemma 2.7. By symmetry it is sufficient to show the result for
a path PR . Let vBR be any odd vertex of CB and vGR be any odd vertex of
CG . We define the paths P1=PCB(w1 , vBR) and P2=PCG(w1 , vGR). By
Lemma 5.10 there is an odd path PR R between vBR and vGR . Without
loss of generality we can assume that we chose vBR , vGR , and PR so that
PR minimizes |PR & R| among all odd paths included in R between two
odd vertices of CB and CG . We can also assume that PR has only one odd
vertex in CB and CG since otherwise we could choose a subpath of PR
rather than PR . By construction PR satisfies (1), (2), and (5).
Claim 1. No internal vertex of PR is an even vertex of CB or of CG .
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction that PR has an internal
vertex t which is an even vertex of CG (or CB); see Fig. 17(left). Then paths
P=PCG(vGR , t) and Q=PR(vGR , t) contradict Lemma 5.5 since |P & G| is
odd. h
FIG. 17. (Left) PR contains an even vertex t of CG . (Middle) PR has an internal vertex t
in common with CR . (Right) |PR & R| is even.
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Claim 2. PR has no internal vertices in common with CR .
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction that PR has an internal
vertex t in common with CR , and let t be the first vertex of PR , starting
from vBR which is common to CR ; see Fig. 17(middle). Let P=PCB
(w1 , vBR) and Q=PCR(w1 , t) _ PR(t, vBR). By the choice of t, Q is a path.
But P, Q contradict Lemma 5.5, since |P & B| is odd. h
Claim 3. |PR & R| is odd.
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction that |PR & R| is even. By
Lemma 5.6 there is a path TB from vBR to vGR ; see Fig. 17(right). The
walk PCB(w1 , vBR) _ T contains a path PB from w1 to vGR and let Q be
the path PCG(w1 , vGR). But P, Q contradict Lemma 5.5 since |Q & G| is
odd. h
Now Claim 1 and Claim 2 show (3) and Claim 3 proves (4). K
6. INTERSECTIONS OF THE PATHS PR , PB , AND PG .
The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 2.12; i.e., we will show that
given a generalized K5
t
with properties (P1) and (P2) we can get, as a con-
traction minor, a weak generalized K5
t
where the skeleton satisfies (P1)
and such that the corresponding paths P$R , P$B , P$G intersect in a specific
configuration. In the first step of the proof we show that, for a weak
generalized K5
t
where the skeleton satisfies (P1), if the paths P$R , P$B , P$G
intersect in some simple configuration then we can find a proper contrac-
tion minor with the same properties. The proof of Lemma 2.12 then con-
sists of showing that contracting all edges of (G, 7 ) in both W and PR , PB ,
PG yields a weak generalized K5
t
and then applying the aforementioned
reduction several times. The resulting graph has then the required proper-
ties. We make use of the fact that (G, 7 ) is a generalized K5
t
(and not just
a weak generalized K5
t
) to establish the parity of the vertices common to
PR , PB , and PG .
6.1. Reductions Maintaining Property (P1)
The first step of the proof is to identify special cases where the Property
(P1) is maintained after contracting some subset of edges.
Lemma 6.1. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1). Con-
sider paths PR and Q with Q & R=<, e  Q, that share the same end-
points. Suppose that all internal vertices of P have degree two and that P, Q
have the same parity. Then (G, 7 )P satisfies (P1).
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Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that this is not the case. Then there
exists an odd circuit C$ of (G, 7 )P with C$ & R=<. Moreover, the
corresponding odd circuit C of (G, 7 ) satisfies C & RP. Because all inter-
nal vertices of P have degree two, C&P _ Q is a closed walk. Since P and
Q have the same parity, by Lemma 4.2 it contains an odd circuit C". But
C" & R=<, a contradiction with (P1). K
Lemma 6.2. Consider ((G, 7 ), e, (R, B, G, W )) that satisfies (P1). Con-
sider paths PR and Q with Q & R=<, e  Q. The endpoints of P
(resp. Q) are v and t (resp. t$), where t$ is also a vertex of P and t is a vertex
of Q. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
a. For every vertex w common to P and Q the parities of P(v, w) and
Q(v, w) are the same.
b. The only edges incident to internal vertices of P are edges of Q
(or P).
Then (G, 7 )P"Q satisfies (P1).
Proof. The statement is trivial if Q=<. Let us proceed by induction
and assume the statement holds for all signed graphs (R, 7R ) with fewer
edges than (G, 7 ). Let w be the first internal vertex of P, starting from v,
which is common to Q. By condition (1) P(v, w) and Q(v, w) have the same
parity and by (2) all internal vertices of P(v, w) have degree two. It follows
from Lemma 6.1 that (G, 7 )P(v, w) satisfies the Property (P1).
Case 1: t is not an internal vertex of Q(v, w) in (G, 7 ); see Fig. 18(left).
Let (R, 7R )=(G, 7 )P(v, w)"Q(v, w). By Remark 2.3, (R, 7R ) satisfies
(P1). Moreover, P(w, t) and Q(w, t$) are two paths of (R, 7R ) that satisfy
the hypothesis of the lemma. By induction, the Property (P1) is maintained
after contraction of P(w, t) and deletion of Q(w, t$).
Case 2: t is an internal vertex of Q(v, w) in (G, 7 ); see Fig. 18(right).
Let (R, 7R )=(G, 7 )P(v, w)"Q(v, t) which satisfies (P1). Moreover,
FIG. 18. Lemma 6.2. Bold solid lines represent P and dashed thin lines Q.
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P(t, w) and Q(t, t$) are two paths of (R, 7R ) that satisfy the hypothesis. As
in the previous case the result follows by induction. K
6.2. Parity Conditions
We shall need the following parity properties for generalized K5
t
.
Lemma 6.3. Let (G, 7 ) be a weak generalized K5
t
that satisfies (P1),
with paths and vertices as in Fig. 4.
1. If there is an internal vertex tBG of PB and PG then PB(vRB , tBG)
and PG(vRG , tBG) have the same parity.
Suppose, in addition, that (G, 7 ) is a generalized K5
t
(not just a weak one)
and that it also satisfies (P2).
2. If there is an internal vertex tGB common to PB and PG then
|PB(vRB , tBG) & B| is even and |PB(tBG , vGB) & B| is odd.
The statement remains true if we substitute R, B, G with any permutation
(Fig. 19).
Proof. (1) Suppose for a contradiction that this is not the case. Then,
let
S=[PB(tBG , vGB), PCG(vGB , w1), PCB(w1 , vBG), PG(vBG , tBG)].
Since PB and PG are odd there is an odd number of odd paths in S. It
follows from Lemma 4.2 that E(S) contains an odd circuit. But E(S) &
R=< and e  E(S), contradicting (P1).
FIG. 19. Lemma 6.3.
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(2) Let S=[PB(tBG , vRB), PCR(vRB , vRG), PG(vRG , tBG)]. This forms
a closed walk. By Lemma 5.11 we can ignore PCR(vRB , vRG), and the result
follows by Lemma 5.5. K
6.3. Simple Intersections
In this section we show that for a weak generalized K5
t
where the
skeleton satisfies (P1), if the paths P$R , P$B , P$G intersect in some simple
configuration then we can find a proper contraction minor with the same
properties. We first need the following preliminary result.
Lemma 6.4. Let (G, 7 ) be a signed graph with paths P1 , P2 , and Q. The
endpoints of P1 are v1 , v3 , the endpoints of P2 are v2 , v4 , and the endpoints
of Q are v1 , v2 . Let us assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
a. Q has no internal vertices in common with P1 or P2 .
b. v3 (resp. v4) is not a vertex of P2 (resp. P1),
c. for every vertex w common to P1 and P2 the parity of P1(v1 , w) and
P2(v2 , w) is the same.
Suppose P1 and P2 have a vertex t in common. Let t$ be the first vertex
of P2 , starting with v4 , which is common to P1(v1 , t). We define
P$1 =P1(t, v3) P$2=P2(t$, v4)
(G$, 7 $)=(G, 7 )P1(v1 , t)"P2(v2 , t$).
Then P$1 (resp. P$2) is a path in (G$, 7 $) between v1 and v3 (resp. v4) which
has the same parity as P1 (resp. P2). Moreover, if t is the last vertex of P1 ,
starting with v1 , which is common to P2 (in (G, 7 )), then P$1 and P$2 have
no internal vertices in common in (G$, 7 $).
Figure 20 illustrates Lemma 6.4. Note that in the above statement Q may
be empty; i.e., we can have v1=v2 .
FIG. 20. Lemma 6.4.
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Proof. Since for each vertex w of P1 distinct from v1 we can choose to
resign edges in $([w]), we will assume that all edges of P1 are even. Clearly
P$1 is an even path of (G$, 7 $) from v1 to v3 and P$2 is a path of (G$, 7 $)
from v1 to v4 . It remains to show that P$2 has the same parity as P2 , i.e.,
that P2(v2 , t$) is even. But this follows from condition (2) and the fact that
P1(v1 , t$) is even. K
Lemma 6.5. Let (G, 7 ) be a weak generalized K5
t
such that its skeleton
satisfies (P1) and with paths and vertices as in Fig. 4. Let t be a vertex com-
mon to PR and PG and assume that PR(vBR , t) has no vertices in common
with PB . Then there is a vertex t$ of PR(vBR , t) and PG and we can define
P$R =PR(t, vGR) P$G=PG(t$, vRG)
(G$, 7 $)=(G, 7 )PR(vBR , t),
such that P$R (resp. P$G) is an odd path of (G$, 7 $) between vBR and vGR (resp.
vRG). In addition,
1. (G$, 7 $) is a weak generalized K5
t
with paths P$R , PB , P$G .
2. The skeleton of (G$, 7 $) satisfies (P1).
The statement remains true if we substitute R, B, G with any permutation.
Figure 21 illustrates this result.
Proof. Let t$ be the first vertex of PG , starting from vRG , which is also
a vertex of PR(vBR , t). Consider Lemma 6.4 with Q=PCB(vBG , vBR),
P1=PR , and P2=PG . Conditions (a) and (b) hold because (G, 7 ) is a




, and (c) holds because of Lemma 6.3(1). Thus it only
remains to prove (1) and (2).
(1) It suffices to show that P$R , PB , P$G each have only two vertices
in common with CR , CB , and CG . The statement follows by construction
for P$R , P$G , and for PB it is a consequence of the fact that PR(vBR , t) has
no vertices in common with PB .
(2) Consider Lemma 6.2 with paths P=PR(vBR , t) and Q=PCB
(vBR , vBG) _ PG(vBG , t$) of (G, 7 ). To complete the proof it suffices to show
that conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Condition (a) follows from
Lemma 6.3(1) and condition (b) from the fact that (G, 7 ) is a generalized
K5
t
and that PR(vBR , t) has no internal vertices in common with PB . K
Lemma 6.6. Let (G, 7 ) be a weak generalized K5
t
such that its skeleton
satisfies (P1) and with paths and vertices as in Fig. 4. Then there is a K5
t
minor if there is a pair of paths in PR , PB , PG which do not have an internal
vertex in common.
Proof. Assume that (G, 7 ) is a minor minimal counterexample to the
claim. It follows from Remark 2.11 that PR , PB , PG are not all internally
disjoint. We may assume, for instance, that PR and PB have no internal
vertices in common and that PR and PG have an internal vertex in
common. Let t be the last vertex in path PR , starting with vBR , which is
common to PG . See Fig. 21. Consider (G$, 7 $) defined in Lemma 6.5. Then
(G$, 7 $) is a weak generalized K5
t
such that its skeleton satisfies (P1) which
clearly has no K5
t
minor. This contradicts our choice of (G, 7 ). K
6.4. The Main Proof of the Section
Proof of Lemma 2.12.
Claim 1. There exists a minor (H, 7H ) of (G, 7 ) obtained with steps
(a), (b), (c) which is a weak generalized K5
t
with paths P$R , P$B , P$G and
vertices v$GB , v$BG , vBR , vRB , vGR , vRG and which satisfies the properties
(1)(4).
Proof of Claim. We choose for (b) p1=vBR and p2=vGR ; i.e., (H, 7 )
is the graph obtained from (G, 7 ) by contracting all edges W & (PR _
PB _ PG). Let P$R=PR&W, P$B=PB&W, P$G=PG&W. Suppose that P$R
is a walk, but not a path of (H, 7H ). Then there exists, in (G, 7 ), vertices
t1 , t2 of PR and a path QW&e between t1 and t2 . Moreover, PR(t1 , t2)
contains at least one edge in R. By Lemma 5.1, PR(t1 , t2) and Q have the
same parity. But the path PR&PR(t1 , t2) _ Q contradicts Lemma 2.7(5).
Thus P$R is a path of (H, 7H ) and similarly so are P$B and P$G .
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Let (G$, 7 $) be the minor obtained by contracting all edges in PG & W
and let P R=PR&(PG & W ), P B=PB&(PG & W ). We will show that
(G$, 7 $) is a weak generalized K5
t
with paths P R , P B , P$G . Repeating the
argument for PB and PR will prove that (H, 7H ) is a weak generalized
K5
t
. It suffices to show that Property (3) of Lemma 2.7 holds for P R (and
P B). Since only edges in PG & W have been contracted no internal vertex
of P R is a vertex of CG in (G$, 7 $). Suppose an internal vertex of P R is a
vertex of CB . Then there is an internal vertex t in (G, 7 ) common to PR
and PG . Moreover, PG(t, vBG)W&e. Let S=[PCB(vBG , vBR), PR(t, vBR),
PG(t, vBG)]. It follows from Lemmas 5.11 and 5.2 that PR(t, vBR) and
PG(t, vBG) have the same parity. Let Q=PR&PR(t, vBR) _ PG(t, vBG). If
PR(t, vBR) contains an edge in R, then Q contradicts Lemma 2.7(5). If
PR(t, vBR) contains no edge in R, then Q contradicts Lemma 2.7(6). Sup-
pose that PR contains a vertex of CR . Then there is an internal vertex t in
(G, 7 ) common to PR and PG . Moreover, PG(t, vRG)W&e, a contradic-
tion with Lemma 6.3(2).
Finally, Property (2) holds trivially, Property (1) follows from Remark 2.3,
and Properties (3) and (4) follow from Lemma 6.3(2). h
Assume that (H, 7H ) is a minor minimal graph satisfying the
hypothesis of Claim 1. We will show that (H, 7H ) is the required graph.
Let tRB (resp. tRG) be the first vertex of PR , starting from vBR (resp., vGR)
that is common to PB (resp., PG). Note that these vertices exist because of
Lemma 6.6. It follows that Property (5) holds. Note because of Property
(4) that P$R , P$B , P$G do not all share a vertex in common.
Claim 2. No vertex of P$R(vBR , tRB) (resp. P$R(vGR , tRG)) is a vertex of
P$G (resp. P$B).
Proof of Claim. Otherwise let t denote the last vertex (starting from
vBR) on path P$R(vBR , tRB) which is common to P$G . See Fig. 21. Since P$R ,
P$B , and P$G do not all share the same vertex, t must be distinct from tRB .
Because of Lemma 6.5 there is a vertex t$ of P$R(vBR , t) and PG and we can
define
P"R =P$R(t, vGR), P"G=P$G(t$, vRG),
(H$, 7H$)=(H, 7H )P$R(vBR , t),
such that (H$, 7H$) is a weak generalized K5
t
with vertices v$GB , v$BG , vBR ,
vRB , vGR , vRG and whose skeleton has Property (P1). Moreover, Properties
(2)(4) remain satisfied. But then (H$, 7H$) contradicts our choice of
(H, 7H ). h
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It follows from the previous claim that for the skeleton of (H, 7H )
every internal vertex of P$R(vBR , tRB) has degree two. Since P$R(vBR , tRB)
R we can contract all but one edge of P$R(vBR , tRB). The resulting graph
is a weak generalized K5
t
which satisfies Properties (1)(4). It follows from
the choice of (H, 7H ) that the paths P$R(vBR , tRB) (and similarly,
P$R(vGR , tRG)) consist of a single edge; i.e., Property (8) holds. Because
(H, 7H ) is a weak generalized K5
t
, e is the only odd edge in CR _ CB _
CG . The next claim proves Property (9).
Claim 3. We can resign edges of (H, 7H ) so that all edges of P$B (resp.
P$G) are even except for the one incident to v$GB (resp., v$BG). Moreover, the
parity of edges which are not incident to any internal vertex of P$B or P$G will
remain unchanged.
Proof of Claim. Let (v$GB , tB) (resp. (v$BG , tG)) denote the edge of P$B
(resp. P$G) incident to v$GB (resp. v$BG). Since for every internal vertex w of
P$B we can choose to resign $([w]) we can assume without loss of
generality that all edges in P$B(vRB , tB) are even and since P$B is odd that
(tB , v$GB) is odd. Let w be an internal vertex of P$G and let (w, w$) be the
edge of P$G(vRG , w) incident to w. Suppose that all edges of P$G(vRG , w$) are
even and that (w, w$) is odd. Then w cannot be a vertex of P$B , for
otherwise P$B(vRB , w) is even and P$G(vRG , w) is odd, a contradiction with
Lemma 6.3(1). Hence, we can resign edges in $([w]). Now all edges in
P$G(vRG , w) are even. Repeat the argument until all edges of P$G(vRG , tG)
are even. h
Suppose for a contradiction that P$R(vBR , tRB) is odd, then let
S=[P$R(vBR , tRB), P$B(tRB , vRB), PCR(vRB , w1), PCB(w1 , vBR)].
By Lemma 4.2, E(S) contains an odd circuit, but E(S) & G=< and
e  E(S), a contradiction since the skeleton of (H, 7H ) satisfies (P1).
Hence, P$R(vBR , tRB) is even, and similarly so is P$R(vGR , tRG). Because P$R
is odd, so is PR(tRB , tRG). Hence, Property (10) is satisfied.
Thus it only remains to show Properties (6) and (7). Since (H, 7H ) is
a weak generalized K5
t
whose skeleton satisfies (P1), it follows from
Lemma 6.6 that P$B and P$G must have an internal vertex in common. Sup-
pose for a contradiction that no vertex of P$B(tRB , v$GB) is a vertex of P$G .
Let t be the last vertex in P$B starting from vRB that is common to P$G . See
Fig. 22. Consider Lemma 6.4 with Q=PCR(vBR , vBG), P1=P$B , P2=P$G .
Condition (b) follows from Lemma 6.3(1). As a consequence we can
assume that P$B and P$G have no internal vertices in common. Recall that





FIG. 22. Lemma 2.12 (6), (H, 7H )"P$R(tRB , vRG).
v delete edges in P$R(tRB , vGR),
v resign edges in $([tRB), $([w1 , w2]),
v contract P$B(tRB , v$GB), PCR(vRB , vRG), PCB(v$BG , vBR).
v replace all odd paths with single odd edges; see Remark 2.10.
Hence P$B(tRB , v$GB) and P$G share a common vertex tBG which must be
even because of Property (4). Property (7) is shown similarly. K
7. THE LAST ODD EDGE-LEMMA 2.23
The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 2.23. Throughout the remain-
ing two sections, (G, 7 ) will denote a minimally non-weakly-bipartite
graph, (H, 7H ) is the contraction minor of (G, 7 ) defined in Lemma 2.12,
and (K, 7K ) is the deletion minor of (H, 7H ) given in Definition 2.13.
Recall that F1 , F2 , F2 denote the three odd paths defined in Lemma 2.18,
that f1 , f2 , f2 are the three vertices given in Definition 2.22, and that
4-triangles are the signed graphs described in Definition 2.19. We will also
use the definitions of tRB and t$RB ; see Definition 2.17.
In the first part of the proof (see Section 7.2) we identify collections of
paths that cannot appear in (H, 7H ), as they would imply the presence of
a K5
t
minor, thereby contradicting the hypothesis of Lemma 2.12. The
proof of Lemma 2.23 consists of a case analysis (see Section 7.3). For each
case we use the parity properties and the fact that (H, 7H ) does contain
a 4-triangle or one of the forbidden collection of paths. We first show that
no vertex of F1 , F2 , F3 can be an odd vertex of CB or CG . We then prove
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that the vertices f1 , f2 , f3 must be even vertices of CB or CG . Finally, we
show that at most one of f1 , f2 , f3 can be an even vertex of CG and deduce
Lemma 2.23.
7.1. Preliminary Observations
We start this section with a few easy observations which will enable us
to apply the parity results of Section 5 to the graph (H, 7H ) (instead of
(G, 7 )). These observations will be used throughout the remaining two
sections.
Remark 7.1. For every path P of H there is a corresponding path P$
of G with the same endpoints. P and P$ contain the same set of edges in
B _ G _ [e]. Moreover, if P$ uses neither vBR nor vGR then P and P$
contain the same set of edges in R.
This follows from the fact that only edges in R are contracted to obtain
(H, 7H ) and that all contracted edges in R are contained in sets of the
form PR(vBR , p1) and PR(vGR , p2). See Lemma 2.12. The next remark is a
consequence of the same observation.
Remark 7.2. Let C be an odd circuit of (H, 7H ) where e  C, then C
has an edge in B and one in G. Moreover, if C has no edge in R then C
must use the vertex vBR or the vertex vGR .
Remark 7.3. Let S=[P1 , ..., Pt] be a sequence of paths which form a
closed walk in (H, 7H ). There is a sequence S$=[P$1 , ..., P$t] of paths of
which form a closed walk in (G, 7 ). In the following let i denote any index
in [1, ..., t].
1. If Pi & B=< and e  Pi then P$i & B=< and e  P$i .
2. We can assume that Pi and P$i have the same parity.
Moreover, suppose that Pi uses neither vBR nor vGR .
3. If all edges of Pi are in R (resp., B, G) and W&e then so are the
edges of P$i .
4. The number of edges of Pi in R (resp., B, G) is the same as for P$i .
Let Ic denote the edges of (G, 7 ) contracted to obtain (H, 7H ). We can
always resign edges of (G, 7 ) so that all edges in Ic are even. This implies
(2), and (1), (3), and (4) follow immediately from Remark 7.1.
7.2. Forbidden Collections of Paths
We identify collections of paths that cannot appear in (H, 7H ), as they
would imply the presence of a K5
t
minor, thereby contradicting the
hypothesis of Lemma 2.12. We first need the following preliminary result.
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Lemma 7.4. Let Q be a path of (H, 7H ) with distinct endpoints t1 , t2 .
1. Suppose t1 , t2 are vertices of P$B and QG does not use the vertices
vBR , vBR . Then |Q & G|2. The statement remains true if we replace P$B
with P$R .
2. Suppose t1 is an internal vertex of P$R and t2 is an odd vertex of CG .
If QR then |Q & R||P$R(t1 , vGR) & R|.
Proof. (1) Let P=P$B(t1 , t2). Note that [P, Q] form a closed walk
and let [P$, Q$] be the corresponding closed walk in (G, 7 ). Because of
Remark 7.3 and the fact that Q does not use vertices vBR and vGR , we can
apply Lemma 5.5 to P$, Q$. It follows that P$, Q$ have the same parity and
that Q$ (and hence Q) contains an even number of edges in G.
(2) Let Q$ be the path in (G, 7 ) corresponding to Q. Suppose that
|Q & R|<|P$R(t1 , vGR) & R|. Since the only edges in R which where
contracted to obtain (H, 7H ) were in PR , |Q$ & R|<|PR(t1 , vGR) & R|. K
Lemma 7.5. There is no odd path T of (H, 7H ) that satisfies the following
conditions (see Fig. 23):
a. TG ,
b. |T & G|=1,
c. the endpoints of T are t$RB and an odd vertex of t of CB ,
d. T does not use any odd vertex of CG .
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that there is an odd path T satisfy-
ing conditions (a)(d). Choose T to be the smallest such path in terms of
FIG. 23. Lemma 7.5, statement. We represent the case where q$=vRG only.
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the number of edges. If T has no internal vertex in common with (K, 7K ),
then the following sequence of operations will yield K5
t
, a contradiction.
v Delete edge (tRB , t$RB);
v if q$=vRG then contract PCR(vRG , vRB), otherwise contract P$B(q$, vRB);
v resign edges in $([q]), $([w1 , w2]);
v contract P$B(q, v$GB) and PCB(t, vBR);
v replace odd paths with odd edges; see Remark 2.10.
Thus T must have an internal vertex in common with (K, 7K ).
Claim 1. No internal vertex of T is an odd vertex of CB .
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction that there is such a vertex w.
Let
P1 =P$B(t$RB , vRB), P2 =PCR(vRB , w1),
P3=PCB(w1 , w), Q=T(w, t$RB).
P1 , P2 , P3 are even. Clearly |P1 & B| is even, |P2 & R|, |P3 & B| are odd,
and Q & B=<, e  Q. Note that [P1 , P2 , P3 , Q] form a closed walk and
let [P$1 , P2 , P3 , Q$] be the corresponding closed walk in (G, 7 ). Because
of Remark 7.3 and Lemma 5.11, we can apply Lemma 5.13(1) to P2 , P3 ,
Q$. As a consequence we obtain that Q$ (hence Q) is odd and Q$ (hence
Q) contains an edge in G. But now Q contradicts the choice of T. K
Let w be the first internal vertex of T, starting with t (the endpoint of T
in CB), which is also a vertex of (K, 7K ). Let T1 denote the subpath
T(t, w) and T2 denote the subpath T(w, t$RB). The next claim follows from
Condition (d) of the hypothesis and Claim 1.
Claim 2. T2 does not use the vertices vBR and vGR .
By Lemma 2.12(8) we know that every vertex of P$R(vBR , tRB) is also a
vertex of CB or P$B , thus we do not need to consider the case where w is
a vertex of P$R(vBR , tRB). In addition, by Claim 1, w is not an odd vertex
of CB and by condition (d) it is not an odd vertex of CG . Hence all possible
cases are given in Cases 15.
Case 1: w is a vertex of CR . Let
P1=P$B(t$RB , vRB), P2=PCR(vRB , w).
P1 , P2 are even and so is |P1 & B|. Note that [P1 , P2 , T2] form a closed
walk and let [P$1 , P2 , T $2] be the corresponding closed walk in (G, 7 ).
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Because of Remark 7.3 (with Claim 2) and Lemma 5.11 we can apply
Lemma 5.5 to P2 , T $2 . As a consequence we get T $2 (hence T2) even and
|P2 & R| even. Thus w is an odd vertex of CR and T1 is odd. Consider the
deletion minor of (H, 7H ) which contains all edges of (K, 7K ) as well
as the edges of T1 . The following sequence of operations will yield K5
t
(a contradiction):
v if q$=vRG then contract PCR(vRG , vRB), otherwise contract P$B(q$, vRB);
v delete the remaining edges in P$B(vRB , tRB);
v resign edges in $([q]), $([w1 , w2]);
v contract P$B(q, v$GB), PCR(w, vRB), and PCB(t, vBR);
v replace odd paths with odd edges.
Case 2: w is an even vertex of CB . Let
P1=P$B(t$RB , vRB) P2=PCR(vRB , w1) P3=PCB(w1 , w).
P1 , P2 , P3 are even. Also, |P1 & B|, |P3 & B| are even, and |P2 & R| is odd.
Note that [P1 , P2 , P3 , T2] form a closed walk and let [P$1 , P2 , P3 , T $2] be
the corresponding closed walk in (G, 7 ). Because of Remark 7.3 (with
Claim 2) and Lemma 5.11, we can apply Lemma 5.5 to P2 , T $2 . This yields
a contradiction since we should have |P2 & R| even.
Case 3: w is an even vertex of CG . This case is nearly identical to
the previous one. Replace P3=PCB(w1 , w) with P3=PCG (w1 , w), and
|P3 & B| with |P3 & G| in the argument.
Case 4: w is a vertex of P$B . Because of Claim 2 and Lemma 7.4(1) we
should have |T2 & G|2, a contradiction.
Case 5: w is an internal vertex of P$G(q, q$). Suppose T2 is odd then let
S=[P$B(t$RB , q), P$G(q, w), T2]. By Lemma 2.12(9) and Lemma 4.2 E(S)
contains an odd circuit. But e  E(S) and E(S) & R=<, a contradiction
because of Claim 2 and Remark 7.2. Thus T2 is even and T1 is odd. Con-
sider the deletion minor of (H, 7H ) which contains all edges of (K, 7K )




v contract P$G(w, q$);
v if q$=vRG then contract PCR(vRG , vRB), otherwise contract P$B(q$, vRB);
v delete the remaining edges in P$B(vRB , tRB);
v resign edges in $([q]), $([w1 , w2]);
v contract P$B(q, v$GB) and PCB(t, vBR);
v replace odd paths with odd edges. K
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Lemma 7.6. There are no two odd paths T1 , T2 of (H, 7H ) that satisfy
the following conditions (see Fig. 24):
a. T1 , T2 G ;
b. |T1 & G|=|T2 & G|=1;
c. the endpoints of T1 (resp., T2) are tRB and an even vertex t1
(resp., t2) of CG ;
d. t1 {t2 ;
e. T1 and T2 have no internal vertices in common with CR , CB , and CG .
Proof. If the only intersections between pairs of paths are those




v contract PCB(vBR , v$BG), PCR(vRB , vRG);
v delete PCG(t1 , t2);
v resign edges in $([tRB) and $([w1 , w2]);
v replace all odd paths with odd edges.
Let (R, 7R ) be the deletion minor of (H, 7H ) which contains all edges
in CR , CB , CG as well as all edges in the paths P$G , P$B(vRB , tRB),
P$R(vBR , tRB) and T1 , T2 . See Fig. 24. As we observed it is sufficient to
FIG. 24. Lemma 7.6, statement.
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FIG. 25. Lemma 7.6, Claim 1.
show that we can find a minor of (R, 7R ) which is isomorphic to the
graph in that figure (where all vertices of degree greater than two are
represented).
Claim 1. No internal vertex of T1 (resp. T2) is a vertex of P$G .
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction that there is such a vertex
w (see Fig. 25). Let
P1=PCR(vRG , w2) P2=PCG(w2 , t1) Q=T1(t1 , w) _ P$G(w, vRG).
Note that QG . P1 , P2 are even, |P1 & R| is odd, and |P2 & G| is even.
Because of Condition (e), Q does not use the vertex vBR or vGR . Note that
[P1 , P2 , Q] form a closed walk and let [P1 , P2 , Q$] be the corresponding
closed walk in (G, 7 ). Because of Remark 7.3, Lemma 5.11, and Lemma 5.9
we can apply Lemma 5.5 to P1 and Q$. This yields a contradiction since we
should have |P1 & R| even. K
Claim 2. No internal vertex of T1 (resp. T2) is a vertex of P$B(vRB , tRB).
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction there is such a vertex w.
By Condition (e) and Lemma7.4(1) we must have |T1(tRB , w) & G|2,
a contradiction. K
It follows from Claim 1 and Claim 2 that T1 and T2 are completely
disjoint from the rest of (R, 7R ) except for their endpoints tRB and t1 , t2 .
Suppose T1 and T2 have an internal vertex w in common, and let us
assume that w is the last vertex on path T1 , starting with tRB , which is
common to T2 . By Condition (d) of the hypothesis w is distinct from both
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t1 and t2 . Consider Lemma 6.4 with P1=T1 , P2=T2 , and Q=<. Condi-
tions (a), (b) are trivial, and (c) is satisfied because of Remark 7.2. As a
consequence there is a vertex w$ of T1(tRB , w) such that the graph
(R$, 7 $R )=(R, 7R )T1(tRB , w)"T2(tRB , w$)
is of the same form as (R, 7R ), except that the two paths of (R$, 7 $R )
corresponding to T1 and T2 have no internal vertices in common. We can
therefore assume that
T1 and T2 have no vertices in common except for tRB . (7.6)
Suppose P$B(vRB , tRB) has a vertex w in common with P$G and let us
assume that w is the last vertex on path P$B , starting from vRB , which is
also a vertex of P$G . By Lemma 2.12(4) w is an even vertex of P$B and P$G .
Thus in particular w is distinct from tRB and hence must be an internal
vertex of P$B(vRB , tRB). Consider Lemma 6.4 with Q=PCR(vRB , vRG), P1=
P$B(vRB , tRB), and P2=P$G . Conditions (a), (b) are clearly satisfied, and
(c) follows from Lemma 6.3(1). As a consequence there is a vertex w$ of
P$G(vRG , w) such that the graph
(R$, 7 $R )=(R, 7R )P$G(vRG , w)"P$B(vRB , w$)
is of the same form as (R, 7R ), except that the two paths of (R, 7 $R )
corresponding to P1 and P2 have no internal vertices in common. We can
therefore assume that
P$B(vRB , tRB) and P$G have no internal vertices in common. (7.7)
It follows from Claim 1, Claim 2, (7.6), (7.7), Condition (e), and the fact
that by Lemma 2.12(8) |P$R(vBR , tRB)|=1 that the only vertices of (R, 7R )
that have degree greater than two are the ones represented in Fig. 24. K
7.3. Case Analysis
We next analyze each possible value for the vertices f1 , f2 , f3 and prove
Lemma 2.23. Consider (H, 7H ) with CR , CB , CG and P$R , P$B , P$G of
Lemma 2.12. Let t be a vertex of CR and let P=PCR(w1 , t). We know that
P is an even path and |P & R| is odd (resp. even) if t is odd (resp. even).
Consider the paths P1=P$B(vRB , tRB) and P2=P$B(vRB , t$RB). By Lemma
2.12(9), P1 and P2 are both even. Because of Lemma 2.12(5) tRB is odd,
hence |P1 & B| is odd. Similarly, we show that |P2 & B| is even. We first
need the following preliminary result.
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Lemma 7.7. Consider (H, 7H ) and vertices vB and vG . If vB (resp., vG)
is common to both P$R and P$B (resp. P$G), then |P$R(vB , vG) & R| and
P$R(vB , vG) are both odd.
Proof. Let
P1 =PCR(vRB , vRG) P2 =P$G(vRG , vG)
P3=P$R(vG , vB) P4=P$B(vB , vRB).
P1 , P2 , P4 are even and so is |P1 & R|. By Lemma 2.12(3), |P2 & G|,
|P4 & B| are both odd. Note that [P1 , P2 , P3 , P4] form a closed walk in
(H, 7H ) and let [P1 , P$2 , P$3 , P$4] be the corresponding closed walk in
(G, 7 ). Because of Remark 7.3 and Lemma 5.11, we can apply Lemma 5.12
to P$2 , P$3 , P$4 . K
Lemma 7.8. No odd vertex of CG is a vertex of Fi for i # [1, 2, 3].
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that there is such a vertex t; see
Fig. 26(left). Let
P1 =PCG(w1 , t), P2=PCR(w1 , vRB),
P3=P$B(vRB , t$RB), Q =Fi (t$RB , t).
P1 , P2 , P3 are even, |P1 & G|, |P2 & R| are odd, and |P3 & B| is even. By
Lemma 2.18(1), <=Fi & B$Q & B and e  Fi $Q. Note that [P1 , P2 ,
P3 , Q] form a closed walk and let [P1 , P2 , P$3 , Q$] be the corresponding
closed walk in (G, 7 ). Because of Remark 7.3 and Lemma 5.11, we can
apply Lemma 5.13(2) to the paths P1 , P2 , Q$. As a consequence Q$ (and
FIG. 26. (Left) Lemma 7.8, (Right) Lemma 7.9.
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hence Q) contains an edge in G. Because of Lemma 2.18(1) we therefore
have Fi (tRB , t)R , and |Fi (tRB , t) & R|1. But it follows from both Lemma
2.12(8) and Lemma 7.7 that |P$R(tRB , vGR) & R|2. This contradicts
Lemma 7.4(2). K
Lemma 7.9. No odd vertex of CB is a vertex of Fi for i # [1, 2, 3].
Proof. Let t be a vertex of Fi for some i # [1, 2, 3]. Suppose for a
contradiction that t is an odd vertex of CB . See Fig. 26(right). Then let
T=Fi (t$RB , t). We will show that T is odd, TG , and |T & G|=1, thereby
contradicting Lemma 7.5. Let
P1=PCB(w1 , t), P2=PCR(w1 , vRB), P3=P$B(vRB , t$RB).
P1 , P2 , P3 are even, |P1 & B|, |P2 & R| are odd, and |P3 & B| is even.
Moreover, T & B=< as a consequence of Lemma 2.18(1). Note that
[P1 , P2 , P3 , T] form a closed walk and let [P1 , P2 , P$3 , T $] be the corre-
sponding closed walk in (G, 7 ). Because of Remark 7.3 and Lemma 5.11,
we can apply Lemma 5.13(1) to the paths P1 , P2 , T $. As a consequence we
obtain that T $ (hence, T ) is odd and T $ (hence, T ) contains an edge in G.
Let
P 3=PB(vRB , tRB), T =Fi (tRB , t).
P 3 is even and |P 3 & B| is odd. Because T & G{< and by Lemma 2.18(1)
we have T R . Note that [P1 , P2 , P 3 , T ] form a closed walk and let
[P1 , P2 , P $3 , T $] be the corresponding closed walk in (G, 7 ). We obtain
from Remark 7.3 and Lemma 5.14(1) that T $ (hence T ) contains an edge
in R. Hence TG . K
Lemma 7.10. f1 , f2 , f3 are even vertices of CB or CG .
Proof. Because of Lemma 7.8, Lemma 7.9, and the fact that PR(tRB , vBR)
consists of a single edge, it will be sufficient to show the next three claims.
Claim 1. If fi is a vertex of CR then f i is w1 or w2 .
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction that this is not the case.
See Fig. 27(left). Let
P1=PCR( fi , vRB), P2=P$B(vRB , t$RB), Q=Fi (t$RB , fi).
P1 , P2 are even and |P2 & B| is even. [P1 , P2 , Q] form a closed walk and
let [P1 , P$2 , Q$] be the corresponding closed walk in (G, 7 ). By Lemma 5.5
there is an even path P 2 R in (G, 7 ) with the same endpoints as P$2 .
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FIG. 27. Lemma 7.10. (Left) Claim 1. (Right) Claim 2.
Hence (P1) imply that the closed walk [P1 , P 2 , Q$] is even. As a
consequence Q$ (hence Q) is even. Since Fi is odd then so is Fi (tRB , fi).
Consider the deletion minor of (H, 7H ) which contains all edges of
Fi (tRB , fi) and all edges of (K, 7K ), except for P$B(tRB , vRB). Since fi is
distinct from w1 and w2 this is a 4-triangle. Hence (H, 7H ) has a K5
t
minor, a contradiction. h
Claim 2. fi is not an internal vertex of P$G(q, q$).
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction there is such a vertex fi .
See Fig. 27(right). Let
P1=P$B(q, t$RB), P2=P$G(q, fi), Q=Fi (t$RB , fi).
P1 , P2 are even and so is |P1 & B|. [P1 , P2 , Q] form a closed walk and let
[P$1 , P$2 , Q$] be the corresponding closed walk in (G, 7 ). By Lemma 5.5
there is an even path P 1R in (G, 7 ) with the same endpoints as P$1 . Hence
(P1) imply that the closed walk [P 1 , P$2 , Q$] is even. As a consequence Q$
(hence, Q) is even. Since Fi is odd then so is Fi (tRB , fi).
Consider the deletion minor of (H, 7H ) which contains all edges of
Fi (tRB , fi) and all edges of (K, 7K ), except for P$B(tRB , vRB). This is a
4-triangle, hence (H, 7H ) has a K5
t
minor, a contradiction. K
Claim 3. fi is not an internal vertex of P$B .
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction that there is such a vertex
fi . Consider the case where Fi (tRB , fi) is odd. Then let S=[P$B(tRB , fi),
Fi (tRB , fi)]. By Lemma 4.2, E(S) contains an odd circuit and e  E(S).
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Thus by Remark 7.2 and Lemma 7.9 we have Fi (tRB , fi) & G{< and
Fi (tRB , f i) & R{<. As a consequence of Lemma 2.18(1), Fi (t$RB , fi)
W&e, which contradicts Lemma 7.4(1). Similarly if Fi (t$RB , fi) is odd, we
must have Fi (tRB , fi)W&e, again a contradiction to Lemma 7.4(1). K
Lemma 7.11. If fi for i # [1, 2, 3] is an even vertex of CB or CG , then for
T=Fi (tRB , fi) we have T odd, TG , and |T & G|=1.
Proof. Consider first the case where f i is an even vertex of CG . The
situation is similar to Fig. 26(left) but with fi instead of t and fi odd. Let
P1=P$B(vRB , tRB), P2=PCR(vRB , w1), P3=PCG(w1 , f i).
P1 , P2 , P3 are even; |P1 & B|, |P2 & R| are odd; and |P3 & G| is even. Also,
by Lemma 2.18(1), T & B=<. Note that [P1 , P2 , P3 , T] forms a closed
walk and let [P$1 , P2 , P3 , T $] be the corresponding closed walk in (G, 7 ).
Because of Remark 7.3 and Lemma 5.11, we can apply Lemma 5.13(1) to
P$1 , P2 , T $. We obtain that T $ (hence, T ) is odd and T $ (hence, T ) contains
an edge of G. Let
P 1=P$B(vRB , t$RB), T =Fi (t$RB , fi).
P 1 is even and so is |P 1 & B|. By Lemma 7.9, T does not use vertex vBR or
vGR . Also, by Lemma 2.18(1) T R . Note that [P 1 , P2 , P3 , T ] form a
closed walk and let [P $1 , P2 , P3 , T $] be the corresponding closed walk in
(G, 7 ). Because of Remark 7.3 and Lemma 5.11, we can apply Lemma 5.7
to P2 , T $. Thus we must have that T $ (hence T ) contains an edge of R. It
follows by Lemma 2.18(1) that TG .
The case where f i is an even vertex of CB is nearly identical. Replace CG
with CB and |P3 & G| with |P3 & B| in the argument. K
We can now give the main proof of this section.
Proof of Lemma 2.23. By Lemma 7.10, f1 , f2 , and f3 are all even
vertices of CB or CG . Let T=F i (tRB , fi). By Lemma 7.11 we have T odd,
TG , and |T & G|=1. To complete the proof it suffices to show that we
cannot have fi , fj even vertices of CG with i{ j. Suppose for a contradiction
that this is the case. Then let T1=F i (tRB , fi) and T2=Fj (tRB , fj). Now let
us show that T1 , T2 satisfy conditions (a)(e) of Lemma 7.6, a contradic-
tion. We have already showed (a), (b), and (c). Since fi (resp. fj) is an even
vertex of CG , it follows by Lemma 2.18(2) that f i (resp., fj) is not an inter-
nal vertex of Fj (resp., Fi) and hence of T2 (resp., T1). This proves (d).
Finally, by the definition of fi there is no internal vertex of T1=F i (tRB , f i)
which is a vertex of (K, 7K ), so in particular T1 (resp. T2) has no internal
vertices in common with CR , CB , or CG . This proves (e). K
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8. THE LAST ODD EDGE-LEMMA 2.24
The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 2.24. Note that the following
lemma differs from that of Lemma 2.24 in only two points. We have the
additional condition that T1 and T2 have no internal vertices in common,
and the path T $2 is omitted.
Lemma 8.1. There are no two odd paths T1 , T2 of (H, 7H ) that satisfy
the following conditions (see Fig. 28):
a. T1 G , T2 B ;
b. |T1 & G|=|T2 & B|=1;
c. the endpoints of T1 are tRB and t1 , and the endpoints of T2 are tRG
and t2;
d. t1 (resp. t2) is an even vertex of CB (resp. CG) which is distinct from
w1 and w2 ;
e. T1 and T2 have no internal vertices in common with CR , CB ,
and CG ;
f. T1 and T2 share no internal vertices in common.
Proof of Lemma 8.1. We know from Lemma 7.7 that PR(tRB , tRG) is
odd. If the only intersections between pairs of paths are those represented
in Fig. 28 then the result is immediate since the graph in that figure is a
4-triangle, which would imply that (H, 7H ) has a K5
t
minor, a contradiction.
Let sB (resp. sG) denote the first vertex along the path P$B (resp. P$G),
starting from vRB (resp. vRG), which is also a vertex of P$R . Note that we
FIG. 28. Lemma 8.1, statement.
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FIG. 29. Lemma 8.1, Case 1.
may have sB=tRB (resp., sG=tRG). Consider the following two possible
cases:
Case 1: Vertex sG precedes sB in path P$R , when starting from vBR . See
Fig. 29.
Claim 1. P$R(vBR , sG), P$R(vGR , sB), and P$R(sG , sB) are odd.
Proof of Claim. Let
P1 =P$G(vRG , sG), P2 =PCR(vRG , w1),
P3=PCB(w1 , vBR), Q=P$R(vBR , sG).
P1 , P2 , P3 are even and |P2 & R|, |P3 & B| are odd. By Lemma 2.12(3), sG
is odd and so is |P1 & G|. Note that [P1 , P2 , P3 , Q] form a closed walk
and let [P$1 , P2 , P3 , Q$] be the corresponding closed walk in (G, 7 ).
Because of Remark 7.3 we can apply Lemma 5.14(2) to P$1 , P2 , P3 , and Q$.
As a consequence Q$ (hence Q) is odd. We show similarly that P$R(vGR , sB)
is odd. Finally, note that we know from Lemma 7.7 that P$R(sG , sB) is
odd. K
Proceeding similarly as in Lemma 7.6 we can assume without loss of
generality that P$G(vRG , sG) and P$B(vRB , sB) have no internal vertices in




Case 2: Vertex sG follows sB in path P$R , when starting from vBR . See
Fig. 30.
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FIG. 30. Lemma 8.1, Case 2.
By Lemma 2.12(9) we know that P$B(tRB , sB) is even. From Remark 7.3
and Lemma 5.2 we know that
P$R(tRB , sB) is even, P$R(tRG , sG) is even. (8.8)
Claim 2. T1 , T2 have no internal vertices in common with P$R(tRB , tRG).
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction that there is such a vertex
w. By Lemma 7.4(1) we must have |T1(tRB , w) & G|2, a contradiction. h
Claim 3. T1 has no internal vertex in common with P$G(vRG , sG).
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction there is such a vertex w.
Let
P1=PCB(t1 , w1), P2=PCR(w1 , vRG), Q=P$G(vRG , w) _ T1(w, t1).
P1 , P2 are even, |P1 & B| is even, and |P2 & R| is odd. By Condition (e)
QG does not use vertices vBR and vGR . Note that [P1 , P2 , Q] form a
closed walk and let [P1 , P2 , Q$] be the corresponding closed walk in
(G, 7 ). Because of Remark 7.3, Lemma 5.11, and Lemma 5.9 we can apply
Lemma 5.5 to P2 , Q$. This yields a contradiction since we should have
|P2 & R| even. h
Claim 4. T1 has no internal vertex in common with P$B(vRB , sB).
Proof of Claim. Suppose for a contradiction that there is such a vertex
w. By Lemma 7.4(1) we must have |T1(tRB , t) & G|2, a contradiction. K
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FIG. 31. Lemma 2.24.
Let (R, 7R ) be the deletion minor of (H, 7H ) that contains all edges in
CR , CB , CG as well as all edges in the paths P$B(vRB , sB), P$G(vRG , sG),
P$R(tRB , tRG), and T1 , T2 See Fig. 30. From Condition (e) T1 and T2 have
no internal vertices in common with CR , CB , and CG . By Claim 2, T1 , T2
have no internal vertices in common with P$R(tRB , tRG). By Claim 3 and
Claim 4, T1 , P$G(vRG , sG), and P$B(vRB , sB) have no vertices in common. By
symmetry T2 has no vertices in common with P$B(vRB , sB), P$G(vRG , sG).
Finally, T1 , T2 have no vertices in common, because of Condition (f ). Thus
T1 and T2 have no internal vertices in common with the rest of (R, 7R ).
Proceeding identically as in Lemma 7.6 we can assume that P$G(vRG , sG)
and P$B(vRG , sB) have no internal vertices in common. We know from
Lemma 7.7 that P$R(sB , sG) is odd. These observations together with (8.8)




We can now give the main proof of this section.
Proof of Lemma 2.24. Because of Lemma 8.1 we can assume that T1
has an internal vertex t in common with T2 and an internal vertex t$ in
common with T $2 ; see Fig. 31.
Claim 1. T1(tRB , t) and T2(tRG , t) have the same parity and
T1(tRB , t) & G{<, T2(tRG , t) & B{<.
Proof of Claim. Let
Q=P$R(tRB , tRG), P1=T1(tRB , t), P2=T2(tRG , t).
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By Lemma 7.7 we now that Q and |Q & R| are both odd. Because of
Condition (e) P1 and P2 do not use the vertices vBR and vGR . Note that
[P1 , P2 , Q] form a closed walk and let [P$1 , P$2 , Q$] be the corresponding
closed walk in (G, 7 ). Because of Remark 7.3 we can apply Lemma 5.12 to
P$1 , P$2 , Q$. It follows that |P$1 & G| , |P$2 & B| (hence |P1 & G|, |P2 & B| )
are odd and P$1 , P$2 (hence P1 , P2) have the same parity. K
Let us define
L1=T1(tRB , t) _ T2(t, t2), L2=T1(tRB , t$) _ T $2(t$, t$2).
To complete the proof it is sufficient to show that L1 , L2 satisfy Conditions
(a)(e) of Lemma 7.6. By the conditions (a), (b) of the hypothesis T2 B
and |T2 & B|=1. This implies with Claim 1 that T2(t, t2)W&e.
Similarly, T2(t$, t$2)W&e. These last observations together with Claim 1
show that the conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied, (c) is trivial, and the
conditions (d), (e) of Lemma 7.6 follow directly from the conditions (e), (f )
of the hypothesis. K
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